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This thesis contributes to the literature on racism in healthcare and the scholarship on racism
and racialisation by moving the current focus of healthcare literature from demonstrating
the existence of racism to examining accounts of racialisation through analysing healthcare
staff’s racialised talk. Drawing from critical ‘race’ and postcolonial theories, the thesis departs
from the premise that racism is a structural phenomenon embedded in nation states and
institutions, including healthcare across the globe. Through a scoping review ofstudies on
racism in healthcare, this thesis maintains that the current literature does not conceptualise
racism as structural, and does not attempt to uncover accounts of racialisation. The review
argues that the trends uncovered are part of why racism continues to reproduce itself in
healthcare, despite equality regulations and policy makers’ efforts to eradicate racism. The
thesis posits racialisationas a process situated within the sociohistorical playing out of colonial
domination, where in groups of people are stratified somatically and culturally within groups
of subordination and supraordination. Societies, institutions, and interactions are viewed as
racialised such that an analysis ofracialised talk captures the seemingly subtle racialisation
intrinsic tohealthcare. Analytically, the excavation of racialised talk regards talk as reflective
and constitutive of the dominant structures within which talk is situated. Drawing on qualitative
interviews with 58 healthcare staff in Sweden, the thesis examines how healthcare staff’s
racialised talk is used to devalue minority healthcare users and obfuscate racism. The findings of
this thesis contradict previous characterisations of racism in today’s society as covert. Racialised
talk against minority healthcare users is found to be overt and used to categorise minority users
as ‘bad’ users and their health complaints as ‘unworthy’ by labeling symptoms as ‘ethnic’,
‘cultural’ or ‘functional’. The devaluingof minority healthcare users through talk further justifies
differential and suboptimal care. Besides demonstrating that racialised talk in healthcare is overt,
this thesis proposes that by emphasising healthcare neutrality and equality regulations, blaming
minorities for racism, viewing racism as an individual aberration, locating racism outside both
national and institutional contexts, healthcare staff manage (albeit inadvertently) to obfuscate
racism. It is suggested that obfuscation of racism may serve to allow racism to be perpetuated,
resulting in a culture of resignation, where resistance to racism isnegligible.
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1. Introduction 

Racism has a social and political presence in nation states across the Global 
North and South (Dulitzky, 2005; Emirbayer & Desmond, 2015; Nazroo et 
al., 2020). I understand racism to be a fundamental structural, historical and 
dynamic organising principle of social stratification (Bonilla-Silva, 1997) that 
is embedded within a network of social, economic, and political entities (e.g., 
Goldberg, 2016; Miles, 1989; Omi & Winant, 1994). As argued by Bonilla-
Silva (1997), the existence of racism points towards the existence of a racial-
ised society, i.e., a society that is structured upon a hierarchal placement of 
groups of people in racial categories. These racial categories, or ‘races’, are 
produced through racialisation, which I define in this thesis as a process situ-
ated within the sociohistorical playing out of colonial domination wherein 
groups of people are stratified both somatically and culturally within groups 
of subordination and supraordination (Bonilla-Silva, 1997). Thus, racialisa-
tion could be viewed as the process through which racism is produced and 
given meaning.     
   Situated within an understanding of racism as a structural, and thus, social, 
historical, and dynamic phenomenon, I focus in this thesis on examining 
healthcare staff’s racialised talk as a way of uncovering accounts of racialisa-
tion in healthcare. Racialised talk is defined as any talk, discourse, or discus-
sion by people on issues related to racism, ‘race’ or racialised minorities 
(Augoustinos & Every, 2016). The category of ‘race’ has been refuted, at least 
publicly, as a vacuous scientific term (Fanon, 1967) and has, accordingly, no 
scientific biological explanatory power. Although ‘race’ has been refuted as a 
scientific category and although racism is generally regarded to be unaccepta-
ble—at least publicly—the hierarchal position of racial categories formed by 
racialisation within the system of racism continues to result in some groups 
being inferiorised, devalued, and disempowered; affecting their material live-
lihood through the unequal distribution of resources and practices of subordi-
nation (Fanon, 2002; Miles & Brown, 2003).  
   Racism in today’s societies in the Global North “is slippery, apparently con-
tradictory, and often subtle” (Bonilla-Silva, 2002, p. 42). Thus, racism and 
racialisation are challenging to identify through surveys or by documenting 
reports of expressions of racism as people generally abide by non-racial 
stances and positions (van Dijk, 1992a). Augoustinos and Every (2016), as 
well as Wetherell and Potter (1992), argue that to capture seemingly subtle 
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accounts of racialisation in today’s societies, the focus should be on racialised 
talk. Analytically, the excavation of racialised talk regards talk as something 
that is more than merely descriptive but rather reflective and contextual of the 
dominant structure within which the talk is situated. In this sense, talk is 
viewed as constitutive of racialised structures (Berg et al., 2003). Furthermore, 
racialised talk and accounts of racialisation are context specific. Thus, in this 
thesis, I aim to uncover accounts of racialisation in healthcare through the 
analysis of healthcare staff’s racialised talk.  
   In healthcare, racial inequalities are apparent in interactions between 
healthcare staff and healthcare users, among healthcare staff, and in inequali-
ties in accessing healthcare (Williams et al., 2019). However, although re-
search clearly shows that racism prevails in healthcare and points to evidence 
of structural racism, it does not attempt to uncover racialisation to explain the 
workings of structural racism. I will illustrate this with an example. A quanti-
tative study by Greenwood et al. (2020) examined racial concordance and per-
inatal mortality of ‘Black’ newborns in the USA. “Racial concordance” refers 
to physicians and patients who share the same racialised category. The study 
considered 1.8 million ‘Black’ hospital births in Florida between 1992 and 
2015 and found that newborn–physician racial concordance is independently 
associated with significant improvement in mortality for ‘Black’ newborns. 
The study also showed that this effect is significantly stronger in complicated 
births and hospitals delivering more ‘Black’ babies. In other words, the study 
showed that when ‘Black’ physicians delivered ‘Black’ babies, perinatal mor-
tality decreased significantly. This study provides stark evidence of the exist-
ence of undetected racialisation that increase ‘Black’ perinatal mortality. 
There is also evidence of racially-motivated treatment decisions made by 
healthcare staff, including inappropriate pain management for racialised mi-
nority healthcare users (e.g., Burgess et al., 2007; Tucker Edmonds et al., 
2017), as well as other racially differentiated treatments in the USA and the 
UK (Green et al., 2007; Stepanikova, 2012). These inequalities exist even 
when there are clear, standardised guidelines and regulations on treating dis-
eases and administering medications. Such racially differentiated processes 
exist despite the ideal of healthcare staff ‘doing no harm’ to patients and de-
spite pedagogy emphasising impartiality as a fundamental ethical value in-
forming practice. This racialisation is not theorised in research and therefore 
remains hidden behind healthcare practices that claim neutrality in the face of 
racial categorisation.  
   Engaging with critical ‘race’ and postcolonial theories, this thesis contrib-
utes to uncovering accounts of racialisation in healthcare by situating these 
accounts within a larger context of structural racism. Located within a hege-
monic discourse of a supposedly postracial context in Europe in general and 
Sweden in particular (where societies are viewed as having transcended rac-
ism and where the data for this thesis was collected), this thesis also contrib-
utes to uncovering how racism is maintained within a context that claims that 
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racism is no longer relevant. In many European settings, rejecting scientific 
racism (i.e., the belief that there exists scientific evidence supporting or justi-
fying racism or racial inferiority) after World War II (Kelly et al., 2010) en-
tailed a view that conceived of Europe as postracial once ‘race’ was disre-
garded as a scientific category, continuing evidence of racism notwithstand-
ing. The fallacy of the postracial society is based on the (mistaken) notion that 
racism is a product of ‘race’ rather than a historical–political system connected 
to colonial subjugation and the oppression of various minority groups within 
and without Europe (Omi & Winant, 1994). The problem with the postracial 
illusion is that it seems to forget the history of racism, turns a blind eye to its 
contemporary formations and ongoing racialisation, and subsequently sug-
gests that racism is merely an act of individual bias or prejudice (Bonilla-
Silva, 2009). Nevertheless, racism and racialisation continue to haunt and 
trouble all social entities (Cho, 2008). 
   By analysing healthcare staff’s racialised talk, this thesis contributes to both 
the healthcare literature and to the broader scholarship of racism and raciali-
sation. Specifically, this thesis extends the knowledge on racism in healthcare 
by uncovering accounts of racialisation; a research area that previously went 
unexamined in healthcare research. Furthermore, given that racialisation is 
viewed as context-specific (Berg et al., 2003), this thesis contributes to the 
broader scholarship of racism and racialisation by uncovering the specificities 
of accounts of racialisation related to the context of healthcare and thus aids 
in acquiring further knowledge on the subject of racialisation. Moreover, in 
the face of a supposedly postracial context in Europe and Sweden, engaging 
with critical ‘race’ theory constitutes a counternarrative to dominant episte-
mologies of power and knowledge (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). As such, this 
thesis contributes to antiracism work outside academia in the broader project 
of social justice.  

1.2 Aim and research questions 
The current thesis aims to examine healthcare staff’s racialised talk in 
healthcare. The thesis has three research questions that are answered in three 
articles. The first article is a scoping review of peer-reviewed empirical re-
search published in the English language addressing how racism is discussed 
and produced in the processes of delivering, accessing, and receiving 
healthcare across national contexts and healthcare settings. The scoping re-
view included articles from 2000 to December 2020. The article answers the 
following research question:  

How has research on racism in healthcare de-
veloped, and what research gaps can be iden-
tified? 
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The findings of the scoping review constitute the basis for the remainder of 
the research encompassed by this thesis. Articles II and III examine healthcare 
staff’s racialised talk by considering 34 interviews with 58 healthcare staff 
from varying ethnic and occupational backgrounds in Sweden. Article II ex-
amines the following research question:  

How is healthcare staff’s racialised talk used 
to devalue and exclude people’s entitlement 
and/or access to healthcare? 

Article III examines the following research question:  

How is healthcare staff’s racialised talk used 
to obfuscate racism in healthcare?  

Interviews with healthcare staff reflect the views and principles that embody 
their fundamental interests concerning racism in healthcare (Feagin, 2000). 
According to Bonilla-Silva & Baiocchi (2001), people usually express their 
ideas and understandings of racism through talk. Conducting qualitative inter-
views with healthcare staff brings racialised talk to the surface and allows their 
views to be interrogated through interviews. By asking questions about racism 
in healthcare, I sought to reflect on some of the realities around the contested 
nature of racism in healthcare to uncover often hidden accounts of racialisa-
tion. 

1.3 A note on terminology  
Before moving on to the disposition of the thesis, I would like to offer a short 
note on the central terminologies used in this thesis. The word healthcare is 
used in this thesis to comprise medical, dental, and pharmaceutical care, as 
well as medical and dental educational settings. Healthcare staff refers to a 
broad range of staff, including nurses, dentists, midwives, physicians, and 
other stakeholders related to healthcare, such as nursing aids and public health 
officials. For the purpose of this thesis, healthcare users refers to all individ-
uals who use healthcare as defined in this thesis, including medical, dental, 
and pharmaceutical care.  
   The terms racialised minority and racialised majority will be used to refer 
to racialised groups. According to Fanon (1967) and Miles (1989), racialisa-
tion can be viewed as a historical process of signification in which the Other 
is represented as inferior or deviant by the dominant group that simultaneously 
represents itself as superior and maintains structures and values that continu-
ously exclude the inferiorised group from power and access to resources. 
Drawing from these understandings of racialisation, I refer to groups of people 
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who are racialised as inferior and subject to differential treatment and unequal 
access to power and resources but who are also minorities in terms of numbers 
(and power) as racialised minorities. The term racialised indicates that racial-
isation is an ongoing dynamic process and not a static one. Groups of people 
who belong to the dominant racial group, who hold power over resources, and 
who are a majority in terms of numbers are referred to as the racialised ma-
jority group. Racialised group terms such as ‘Black’ and ‘White’ are capital-
ised to showcase that they are racialised and political categories rather than 
phenotypical ones.  
   Before moving on to defining other terminologies used in this thesis I would 
like to clarify an issue relating to racism as a structure of domination and the 
choice regarding the use of the terms racialised minority and majority groups. 
Certainly, I do not maintain that racism is the only structure of domination 
that exists in today’s societies. Major epistemological movements within crit-
ical ‘race’ and postcolonial studies (e.g., Crenshaw, 1989; hooks, 1995; Col-
lins, 2000; Anderson, 2004) have highlighted the intersection of different 
structures of domination such as the intersection of class, gender, and ‘race.’ 
Thus, racialised minorities and majority groups are not a homogonised group, 
as various structures of domination intersect to determine their life opportuni-
ties. An unemployed racialised minority person has, of course, less power and 
resources than an employed racialised minority person. However, research 
shows that racism has a negative effect on minorities’ lives, independent of 
other variables like class and educational status (Karlsen & Nazroo, 2002). In 
spite of this, this thesis does not deal with issues of intersectionality and only 
concerns racism. Hence, for the sake of this thesis, I use the terms racialised 
minorities and racialised majority group, as I defined in the paragraph above, 
although I understand the limitations of these terms.  
   The term foreign-born is defined as people born outside of Sweden, includ-
ing adopted people, while the term people with a foreign background refers to 
people having one or two parents born outside of and including immigrants 
and their children, adopted and mixed Swedes (Statistiska centralbyrån, 
2020).  
   Notwithstanding the contested nature of the terms Global South and Global 
North, I use these terms in the thesis to refer to countries and areas that are 
also referred to at times as the West—i.e., Europe, North America, Canada, 
and Australia—and populations which engaged in colonising the Global 
South. When I use the term Global South, I mean areas of the world that were 
colonised by the Global North; i.e., regions of Latin America, Asia, Africa, 
and Oceania that are still subject to uneven global power relations to this day.  
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1.4 Disposition of the thesis 
Following the introduction of this thesis (Chapter 1), Chapter 2 provides the 
context of the thesis, drawing on the findings of the scoping review, which 
constitutes Article I of this thesis and explores how racism is conceptualised 
in healthcare. The third chapter gives the reader an overview of the Swedish 
context in which this study is conducted. In the fourth chapter of the thesis, I 
describe the thesis’ theoretical framework. In the fifth chapter, I give an over-
view of the methodology used in this study. The sixth chapter provides a sum-
mary of the three articles. Finally, the thesis ends with the seventh chapter, 
which discusses the findings, contributions, and limitations of the entire thesis.  
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2. The state of research on racism in healthcare  

2.1 Introduction 
Building on the results from the scoping review (Article I), this chapter will 
discuss how racism is researched in healthcare, including the pitfalls associ-
ated with conducting this type of research. The scoping review examined 213 
English peer reviewed articles published across a range of national and 
healthcare contexts from April 2000 to December 2020. The scoping review 
addressed studies of how racism is discussed and produced in the process of 
delivering, accessing, and receiving healthcare across various national con-
texts. Since the scoping review systematically reviews research on racism in 
healthcare and offers a comprehensive description and analysis of previous 
studies, including a table with the reviewed articles, their aims, methods, and 
main results regarding racism in healthcare (see Article I), I will not repeat 
this description and analysis in this section. However, a short summary is war-
ranted to remind the reader of the main themes found in the scoping review.  
   Review of the articles revealed that studies on racism were conducted 
mainly in the USA. In European contexts, most studies were conducted in the 
UK, and a few, albeit increasing in number over time, were conducted in other 
contexts such as Sweden, Belgium, and France. The review found that racism 
prevailed in healthcare and had damaging effects on healthcare users and staff, 
contributing to racial inequalities in diagnosis and treatment. Most studies ex-
amined racialised minority healthcare users’ experiences of and responses to 
racism. Fewer studies looked at healthcare staff’s racial bias and the effects of 
racism on various treatment choices. The scoping review also showed a new 
emerging dimension in studies of racism in healthcare that entailed evalua-
tions of antiracist training.  
   In this chapter, I focus on how racism is conceptualised in healthcare, since 
I believe that conceptualisations play a key role in what we choose to research, 
and how we design the studies we launch to tap into the research questions we 
deem to be worthy of our attention. At the core of the discussion is the lack of 
definition and conceptualisation of racism in healthcare. I discuss three themes 
which are: a) research lacks a clear definition of ‘race’ and ethnic categories; 
b) research lacks a conceptualisation of racism; and c) research has an indi-
vidualistic conceptualisation of racism. I end this chapter with concluding re-
marks that tie these three themes together.  
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2.2 Research lacks a clear definition of ‘race’ and ethnic 
categories 
Research that explicitly examines racism in healthcare is relatively nascent, 
considering that the first study identified through the search terms and inclu-
sion criteria of the scoping review (see Chapter 6 and Article I) was in 2000. 
There have been studies prior to 2000 that have, for instance, examined ho-
mogenisation and Othering of minorities by healthcare staff (e.g., Bowler, 
1993; Currer, 1984) which do not use the search terms used in the scoping 
review (racism, ‘race,’ racialisation, racial, ethnic discrimination) in their ab-
stract or results section and hence were not captured through the systemic 
search methodology that I employed1. I searched for articles that clearly and 
explicitly stated that they reported on racism, racialisation, ‘race’, racial bias, 
or discrimination in their abstract and/or results section, since Othering and 
homogenisation are general terms that do not necessarily reflect racism. Going 
back to my claim (established through the scoping review): the first article 
found through the review’s inclusion criteria was published in 2000. More 
than 100 of the 213 articles examining various aspects of racism in healthcare 
were published between 2018 and 2020, reflecting a growing academic inter-
est in the field. This increase could also be a consequence of the changing 
political milieu due to, on the one hand, increased neofascist and anti-immi-
grant movements in the Global North (Dennison & Geddes, 2019) and on the 
other hand, increased anticolonial/antiracist movements such as the Black 
Lives Matter movement (Gatwiri et al., 2021). Furthermore, the COVID-19 
pandemic revealed racial inequalities that persisted even after socioeconomic 
status, education, previous illnesses, housing, and other variables were con-
trolled for (Drefahl et al., 2020). Anticolonial/antiracist movements and the 
COVID-19 pandemic may have constituted a public push toward engaging 
with and tackling racial inequalities. As racism is a political issue, social 
movements may have encouraged academics to research racism in healthcare 
in various contexts. Nevertheless, as discussed in the scoping review, this in-
crease was mostly quantitative and did not reflect a qualitative change in how 
research on racism in healthcare is conducted. Subsequently, it does not 
change the conclusions that I henceforth make in this thesis. 
   One of the main problems with research on racism in healthcare as it stands 
today is its uncritical and ahistorical use of terms such as ‘race’ and other 
racialised categories. Furthermore, articles conducted in European contexts 
that examine racism also lack a theoretical explanation for why broad catego-
ries of healthcare users, such as immigrants (e.g., Alexis et al., 2006; Allan et 
al., 2009) and foreign-born people (e.g., Heponiemi et al., 2018) would expe-
rience racism. Moreover, definition of what terms like ‘people of color’ en-
compass also remain vague. For example, what constitutes ‘people of color’? 

                               
1 see Article 1 for the exact search terms used in the scoping review 
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Likewise, why are they considered to be a group subjected to racism in 
healthcare?  
   These different applications of terminologies could be explained by the var-
ious historical contexts within which racial categories have been created. In 
Anglophone contexts such as the USA, Canada, and the UK, where most of 
this research is conducted, racial/ethnic categories exist in official data. How-
ever, the way that they are used varies widely. Much less research comes from 
contexts such as Sweden, France, and Belgium where variables other than 
‘race’ are used, such as ‘migration background’, ‘foreign background’ and 
‘European/Non-European background.’ Following World War II, the end of 
the Jim Crow era and the civil rights era in the USA, and the rise of anticolo-
nial movements, a shift occurred regarding how ‘race’ and racism should be 
handled publicly and politically in various national contexts (Brattain, 2007). 
This shift was significantly influenced by the 1950 UNESCO statement on 
‘race’ (Shapiro, 1952), which concluded that all men are created equal both in 
dignity and in rights and that ‘race’ is a social construct rather than a scientific 
reality. In the USA, from which most research on racism in healthcare origi-
nates, a decision was made to keep racial categories in official documents even 
after it was concluded that ‘race’ is a social construct. A social justice argu-
ment for keeping ‘race’ as a legal category highlighted the need to collate sta-
tistical findings on racial inequalities to inform progressive court cases fo-
cused on civil rights (Braveman & Parker Dominguez, 2021). Thus, collecting 
data based on racial categories became a legal requirement. Similar discus-
sions took place in other contexts, where racial categories existed before the 
World War II, such as Canada, Australia, New Zealand, and the UK, and in 
other European contexts, such as Ireland and the Netherlands, resulting in dif-
ferent approaches. While Canada adopted a somewhat similar approach to the 
USA, Australia, New Zealand, the UK, Ireland, and the Netherlands rejected 
racial categories but opted for ‘ethnic’ classifications such as Asian, Asian 
British, ‘Black’, ‘Black’ British, Caribbean, African and ‘White’ in the UK or 
European, Māori, Asian, Pacific People in New Zealand. In other European 
countries, both racial and ethnic categories were rejected and made illegal fol-
lowing World War II, on the grounds that using ‘race’ in official data is inher-
ently racist (Möschel, 2011). 
   Critical ‘race’ scholars have argued that following World War II and the 
civil rights era, the rejection of scientific racism resulted in viewing racism as 
an irrational ideology that could be resolved through education (see Delgado 
& Stefancic, 2017). This view of racism as an irrational ideology, evidence of 
racism notwithstanding, was explained by framing racism as an ahistorical 
phenomenon distinct from society and located within the borders of World 
War II and chattel slavery (Lentin, 2008). Particularly in European contexts 
racism has been dismissed, either as connected to old racial science, as some-
thing has been ‘dealt with’, or as a particularity of World War II related to the 
Holocaust (Goldberg, 2006). The rejection of racial categories in European 
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contexts is reflected in the fact that research in Europe (outside of the UK) is 
largely absent. Therefore, when racism is studied, ambiguities exist in what 
kind of variables can be used in European contexts where racial and ethnic 
categories are not officially defined. Consequently, variables such as migrant 
background (e.g., Lafaut & Coene, 2020), country, region of birth, or origin 
are used (e.g., Chauhan et al., 2020). Other concepts, such as ethnic minorities 
and specifically-named groups referring to an uncertain mixture of language, 
culture, and origin, such as ‘Roma people’ and ‘Arabs’, are also studied (e.g., 
Briones-Vozmediano et al., 2018). In addition to these different variables, dif-
ferences in how these variables are defined and used are apparent within and 
across countries. Furthermore, ‘race’ and ethnicity are conflated and used in-
terchangeably, with, for instance, ‘White’ being defined as an ethnic group in 
the UK and as a ‘race’ in the USA. In the USA, research often deploys racial 
and ethnic categories as they are defined legally but then uses what is officially 
an ethnic classification—i.e., Hispanic—interchangeably with ‘race’. Re-
search tends not to critically engage with these confusions. The use of such 
categories is not based on a theoretical understanding of the historical devel-
opment of the meaning of ‘race’. This is because research on racism in 
healthcare does not often speak to or communicate with research on racism 
and racialisation by critical ‘race’ theorists or postcolonial theorists. Hence, 
racism is, generally, not seen as having historical meaning but rather as a set 
of individual present-day aberrations.  
   A range of terms and variables refer to racial and ethnic categories in re-
search depending on whether ‘race’ exists as a legal category. However, these 
categories are primarily undefined, and used as if ‘race’ is a fixed and essen-
tialist characteristic and not connected to racialisation in healthcare. Hence, 
research lacks a relational understanding of ‘race’ and an understanding of its 
shifting nature. As such, it seems that research is mainly focused on illustrat-
ing racial inequalities rather than examining how racism and racialisation ac-
tually work in healthcare and thus is ultimately unable to address its detri-
mental outcomes. For instance, research consistently shows that racialised mi-
norities (e.g., African Americans) do not receive adequate treatment for vari-
ous diseases (e.g., Burke et al., 2017) but does not examine how this inequity 
occurs in healthcare, the existence of regulations and guidelines for adminis-
tering treatment notwithstanding. In this sense, it would be better to focus on 
racialisation as a continuing historical process rather than on ‘race’ as a cate-
gory, since the latter risks uncritically reproducing racialisation. This is not to 
argue for the abandonment of collecting data that highlight racism in 
healthcare but to bring attention to the conscious or unconscious risk of the 
re-racialising of racialised minorities in research if these categories continue 
to be used in such an uncritical and essentialist manner. 
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2.3 Research lacks a conceptualisation of racism 
Not all examined articles set out to study racism as their primary goal. Some 
articles (37%) reported racism as part of their results, even though their main 
aim was to study other issues in healthcare, such as barriers and facilitators to 
care and healthcare staff interactions with racialised minorities. Most studies 
reporting on racism in healthcare did not include any definition or conceptu-
alisation of racism or of the studied racialised groups before operationalising 
these concepts2. These included studies that set out to primarily examine rac-
ism (63%), and studies that reported on racism as part of other results. One of 
the reasons for the failure to conceptualise racism may be because the main 
aim of the reviewed articles was to report on experiences of racism in 
healthcare by racialised minority healthcare users and, to a lesser extent, staff, 
rather than to understand and dismantle racism. For example, qualitative arti-
cles looking at the experiences of various racialised minority healthcare users 
across national contexts demonstrate commonalities in the type of complaints 
perceived by these minority groups as racism. These include feelings of dis-
respect (e.g., Velez et al., 2017), dismissal of symptoms (e.g., Morales-Ale-
mán et al., 2020), lack of decision-making power in healthcare interactions 
(Peek et al., 2010), and other complaints (e.g., Browne & Fiske, 2001; Lafaut 
& Coene, 2020). Racialised minority healthcare staff reported experiencing 
both overt and covert racism from racialised majority healthcare users and 
staff in the form of racial slurs, bullying, and patient refusal, as well as expe-
riences of stress and emotional depletion due to these experiences (e.g., Crid-
dle et al., 2017; Fowler, 2020).  
   Certainly, it is important for research to describe and report on healthcare 
users’ and staff’s experiences and complaints of racism. However, the issue 
with studies reporting on these experiences, in their current status, is that most 
of the studies report their findings on racism without a clear definition and 
conceptualisation of racism, even though it is the very object they are study-
ing. The lack of any conceptualisation of racism is problematic, since racism 
risks losing its analytical meaning. Without a clear definition and theoretical 
underpinning of what racism is, how can these experiences and complaints be 
framed as racism without being dismissed as anecdotal evidence? In any form 
of research, how a problem is conceptualised matters. Conceptualisation of 
research is essential, as it shapes our understanding of the nature of the prob-
lem and its limitations within a context, which in turn informs how the prob-
lem should be addressed and how it should be researched (Chenail, 2011). 
Focusing on documenting experiences of racism without offering a conceptu-
alisation of racism results in research that mostly focuses on racism framed as 
a problem that needs to be constantly proven. Thus, an increase in articles only 
reflects additional attempts to demonstrate that racism exists by documenting 

                               
2 12% (n =25) of included articles defined racism 
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the same experiences of racism by racialised minority healthcare users. Thus, 
research on racism in healthcare seems to be stuck in a constant mode of trying 
to discover racism anew. That research is stuck could explain why it is unable 
to conceptualise what racism means in healthcare or engage with current the-
orisation on racialisation and racism. This is of course understandable, given 
that research on racism in healthcare is fairly recent, as the scoping review 
revealed. Thus, it is expected that research would take some time to develop 
further. However, it is still important to point to some of its shortcomings so 
they can be addressed early on.  
   Where studies offer some conceptualisation of racism, these conceptualisa-
tions invoke an individualistic approach to racism. This individualistic con-
ceptualisation of racism will be discussed below. 

2.4 Research has an individualistic conceptualisation of 
racism  
As I have stated, the general tendency in the reviewed articles is not to include 
any definition or conceptualisation of racism. Where a definition or conceptu-
alisation of racism is included, these conceptualisations often rely on individ-
ualistic notions of racism that regard racism as moral deviations. Although 
calls to examine structural racism have regularly been made in healthcare 
(Elias & Paradies, 2021; Williams & Mohammed, 2013), these calls have 
rarely been translated into empirical or theoretical research to uncover rac-
ism’s embeddedness in healthcare routines. The lack of such work may be 
partly attributed to the contested nature of structural racism and the lack of a 
commonly-accepted definition. The invisible and hard-to-detect, embedded 
nature of structural racism makes it challenging to research and theorise. The 
fact that research on racism in healthcare does not engage with theoretical de-
velopment in regard to understanding structural racism to the same extent as 
other fields, such as education and media, where critical ‘race’ theory (Del-
gado & Stefancic, 2017) and colourblind racism (Bonilla-Silva, 2009) have 
been applied and explored, contributes to the seemingly stagnation of this line 
of research.  
    The way current research approaches racism is, at times, contradictory. 
Where studies mention racism as structural or institutional, a lack of a clear 
definition of what that might entail, coupled with an insistence on continuing 
to discuss racism as individualistic, even when racism has been deemed struc-
tural, constitutes a contradictory stance and reflects a limited understanding of 
what structural racism means (e.g., Burgess et al., 2019; Peek et al., 2010). 
For instance, stating racism to be structural and then recommending solving 
racism through cultural training constitutes an individualistic stance on racism 
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(e.g., Garrett et al., 2008; Peek et al., 2010), since a core assumption concern-
ing these types of training is that racism can be reduced to a set of personal 
beliefs and attitudes that can therefore be addressed through individual train-
ing courses. Moreover, racism is regarded as concerning misconceptions 
about the cultures of others; i.e., cultures other than that of majority group, 
which is informed by an essentialist understanding of racialised minorities’ 
cultures as the same.  
   Furthermore, when racism is conceptualised, it is discussed as being caused 
by the existence of racial categories or ‘race.’ This stance is reflected by stud-
ies examining healthcare staff’s implicit racial bias. These studies show that 
racialised majority healthcare staff, from the USA and other contexts (e.g., 
Harris et al., 2018), exhibit this implicit racial bias favouring racialised ma-
jority healthcare users (e.g., Cormack et al., 2018). Some studies (n =14) show 
an association between implicit racial bias and inadequate treatment of racial-
ised minorities in healthcare settings (e.g., Breathett et al., 2019; Eberly et al., 
2019; Perry et al., 2021). However, these studies focus on implicit racial bias 
as negative stereotypes held by healthcare staff towards racialised minorities. 
They do not frame this bias as part a larger structural problem of racism, but 
rather as limited shortcomings of individuals. This particular problem is re-
flected in the somewhat limited but growing number of studies on antiracist 
interventions focusing on healthcare staff (n =15) (e.g., Browne et al., 2018; 
Adelekun et al., 2019; Browne et al., 2018; Perdomo Joanna et al., 2019). 
These interventions are constructed so that the solution to racism, which is 
seen as an irrational shortcoming, is through individualised education that fo-
cuses on implicit racial bias to resolve this issue by convincing healthcare staff 
of their wrongdoing (e.g., Chapman et al., 2018; Doran et al., 2019). Usually, 
this antiracist education exerts that ‘race’ does not exist. However, a predis-
position to see racism as irrational beliefs and attitudinal deviations ignores 
the overt nature of racism documented by studies that showcase experiences 
of racism by both racialised minority healthcare users and staff as subtle ex-
periences rather than explicit and overt rejections. These same studies show 
that although healthcare staff who participate in anti-racist education may ex-
hibit some increased empathy towards racialised minorities (e.g., Chapman et 
al., 2018), the issue of racism itself remains unaddressed (see Burgess et al., 
2019). Furthermore, studies also illustrate no change in healthcare staff’s im-
plicit racial bias pre-and post-intervention (e.g., Chapman et al., 2018). An 
individualistic view of racism may contribute to what Bonilla-Silva (1997) 
argues is a lack of racial theorisation, which sees racism as: 
 

a set of erratic beliefs that may lead racist ac-
tors to develop “attitudes” (prejudice) 
against the group(s) they conceive as inferior 
which may ultimately lead them to “act” 
(discriminate) against the stereotyped 
group(s). (p. 118)  
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The problem with individualising racism is thus that: 1) racism is viewed as a 
moral deviation or disease that only affects a few individuals which could be 
showcased through of implicit racial bias; 2) as racism is seen as a moral de-
viation, and is not regarded as affecting society, institutions, or interactions; 
i.e., it is not seen as embedded in healthcare; 3) as racism is not viewed as 
embedded in healthcare, healthcare could be regarded to be a neutral institu-
tion apart from a few bad apples, even when racial inequalities persist; 4) the 
view that healthcare is neutral means that research on racism in healthcare will 
remain stuck and ‘surprised’ by reports of experiences of racism by healthcare 
users and healthcare providers; 5) this results in recommendations that more 
research is needed to document yet more experiences of racism and more stud-
ies looking at implicit racial bias, as researchers do not seem to be convinced 
themselves that racism is a structural problem.  

2.5 Concluding remarks 

While some studies point to the structural nature of racism in healthcare (e.g., 
Benkert & Peters, 2005; Peek et al., 2010), this structural nature remains un-
derexplored. It is one consequence of the inability to understand how racism 
works in healthcare. As racism seemed to be primarily experienced as covert 
and subtle, the absence of signs of its articulations may create a context of 
supposed neutrality that may encourage healthcare staff to believe that racism 
no longer exists. Moreover, the lack of conceptualising racism that I discussed 
above also contributes to a more general lack of understanding of racism 
within healthcare settings: since racism is contested within research, it is eas-
ier to dismiss its relevance for healthcare. The importance of understanding 
the contested nature of racism at the micro-sociological level, as argued by 
Nazroo et al. (2020), is that rather than seeing the interpersonal as existing:  

independently of structures, it is through in-
terpersonal actions that the social-structural, 
cultural and collective-emotional aspects of 
‘racial orders’ are actualised – albeit they are 
also framed by these wider contexts. (p. 266) 

Consequently, a way of understanding the structural nature of racism is 
through interpersonal and healthcare interactions, as the two are dependent on 
each other rather than independent. The subtle and covert nature of racism, 
documented by research on racism in healthcare, reflects the current social 
norms against open expressions of racist sentiments. It also points to the de-
velopment of ways of speaking negatively about racialised minorities that can 
be constructed as reasonable and justified as a normalised part of medical 
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practice. This negative perception of racialised minorities is reflected in some 
of the articles included in the review (e.g., Andreassen et al., 2019; Lafaut & 
Coene, 2020; Vydelingum, 2006), which show that racialised minority 
healthcare users are Othered. However, due to the lack of theoretical concep-
tualisation of what this Othering may entail and mean, racialisation is left un-
derexplored.  
   To conclude, the contested nature of racism in research means that confront-
ing racism is difficult. Furthermore, racism is a moving target (Winant, 1998), 
constantly shifting and changing while simultaneously having real-life nega-
tive consequences on people’s lives and health (Karlsen & Nazroo, 2002). The 
ongoing research on racism in healthcare is primarily descriptive, and only 
showcases, for the most part, that racism exists in healthcare. The lack of the-
oretical understanding and definition of racism, and the tendency to view rac-
ism as limited to beliefs and prejudices, leave important issues underexplored. 
These issues include the subtle contested nature of racism in healthcare and 
how racialisation occurs in healthcare. This thesis, located in the field of crit-
ical ’race’ and postcolonial studies, advances the study of racism in healthcare 
by uncovering accounts of racialisation in healthcare. Specifically, the current 
thesis contributes to the field of research on racism by analysing healthcare 
talk to investigate how racialised minorities are devalued and how racism is 
obfuscated in healthcare.  
   In the next chapter of the thesis, I move on to discuss the Swedish context, 
focusing on racialisation in Sweden and debates surrounding racism in 
healthcare.  
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3. The Swedish context  

3.1 Introduction  
In this chapter, I present and discuss two issues. First, I discuss racialisation 
trends in Sweden, focusing more broadly on how current trends of racialisa-
tion in Sweden pertain to the racialisation of the ‘migrant’ or the invandrare. 
I discuss how the migrant is talked about politically and publicly as the cause 
of criminality, economic instability and insecurity in Sweden. In the second 
section of the chapter, I focus on debates in media and among healthcare staff 
pertaining to issues on racism and racialisation in Swedish healthcare. I focus 
on media debate, since research that focuses specifically on racism in the Swe-
dish healthcare context is scarce. By doing so, I highlight some of the tensions 
that currently exist regarding discussions around racism in Swedish 
healthcare.  

3.2 Racialisation in Sweden 
Racism and racialisation in Sweden have been part of the nation’s construc-
tion. While Sweden did not play a key role in external colonial processes like 
other major colonial countries such as Britain and the Netherlands (but not out 
of lack of interest), external colonial processes and the racialisation of non-
European populations such as Africans and Muslims were part of racialisation 
in Sweden (Körber, 2019). The past (and present) colonial complicity of Swe-
den, or “the manifold ways in which North-European countries have taken, 
and continue to take, part in (post)colonial processes” (Keskinen et al., 2016, 
p. 1) played a role in the racialisation of non-European populations as inferior 
and uncivilised. For instance, racial slurs such as ‘Negro’, ‘Redskin’, ‘Orien-
tal’, ‘Eskimo’, ‘Lapp’, ‘Semite’ and ‘Gypsy’ were used not only publicly, but 
also within the scientific world in Sweden and by the Swedish state 
(McEachrane, 2018). During the 19th century, Swedish scientists such as Carl 
Linnaeus played an essential role in the racialisation of humans through crude 
categorising of the human population into four ‘races’ with different psycho-
logical and cultural characteristics: ‘White’ (Homo Europaeus), ‘Yellow’ 
(Homo Asiaticus), ‘Red’ (Homo Americanus), and ‘Black’ (Homo Africanus) 
(Witzig, 1996). These racial categorisations, authored and promoted by Lin-
naeus, became the scientific basis of biological racism in the Global North. 
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Other Swedish scientists such as Anders Retzius also played a significant role 
in classifying humans in different ‘races’, where ‘White’ was constructed as 
the superior and ‘Black’ as the inferior ‘race’ (MacMaster, 2001) through var-
ious pseudo- cephalic indices. It was not only through scientific racism that 
the racialisation of Africans and Muslims also played out through the spread 
of ideas on the cultural inferiority of these groups in books, including school 
books, which routinely referred to higher and lower ‘races’ depicting, for in-
stance, Africans and Indigenous populations in America as savages, and cele-
brated European colonial conquest as a civilising mission (Palmberg, 2009). 
Although I will not delineate the economic advantage that Sweden gained 
through colonial complicity, Sweden’s role in colonial domination was not 
only through racialisation but also through capital advancement and accumu-
lation of wealth, which laid the foundation for modern society in European 
societies (Körber, 2019).  
   Furthermore, racialisation in Sweden was also based on “internal or proxi-
mate colonial processes” (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017, p. 91), which relied 
on the racialisation of Indigenous groups within Sweden, such as the Sámi and 
Travelers (McEachrane, 2018). For instance, the racialisation of the Sámi dur-
ing the 19th century entailed viewing them and their ways of life, such as hunt-
ing, fishing, and reindeer hunting, as uncivilised and inferior to the Nordic 
‘White’ Swede. This racialised discourse was used to justify the enactment of 
state policies (by the end of the 19th century and the beginning of the 20th cen-
tury), that limited Sámi people’s access to education, residential housing and 
other resources (ibid) and later led to the forced sterilisation of Sámi women 
as part of the state’s racial hygiene project, starting in 1935. Similarly, the 
Roma were also subjected to state oppression and, during the early twentieth 
century, were not allowed to stay in any municipality in Sweden for more than 
two weeks (Teodorescu & Molina, 2021). Roma children could not register in 
schools and were not allowed access to healthcare (ibid).  
   Sweden has thus, played a vital role in the racialisation of ‘Whites’ as supe-
rior and the racialisation of Others as inferior within and without its borders. 
Racialisation of groups within and without Sweden was an essential part of 
the construction of the Swedish national identity and set the scene for the es-
tablishment of the Swedish Society for Race Hygiene3 in 1909 (McEachrane, 
2018). The Society was supported by physicians such as Herman Lundborg, 
who was one of the more prominent advocates for racial hygiene thinking in 
Sweden and other European countries. After successfully advocating for sci-
entific racism, the state opened the Race–Biological Institute4 at Uppsala Uni-
versity in 1922, the very University within which I conducted my thesis, 
headed by Lundborg and established with public support and the support of 

                               
3 In Swedish, this was called svenska sällskapet för rashygien 
4 In Swedish, this was called rasbiologiska institutet 
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all political parties in Sweden. The main argument for establishing the insti-
tute was, as Lundborg articulated, to promote the “valuable assets of good 
human stock” (Lundborg, 1928, p. 291) of the Nordic Swede, who was char-
acterised as a pioneer and a model for the organised human.     
   During the era of racial hygiene, scientific racism prevailed, and was used 
together with patriarchal and class-based notions as the basis to forcibly ster-
ilise racialised minorities such as Roma and the Sámi people, as well as lower-
class people, resulting in the forced sterilisation of over 60,000 people, 90% 
of whom were women (Hübinette & Lundström, 2014). Furthermore, ‘race’ 
was introduced as a category in the Swedish population register in 1920 to 
create specific racial categories for Jews, Roma, and Travelers, further re-
stricting their social and economic status and resources (ibid).  
   Following World War II and the UNESCO statement on ‘race’ (Shapiro, 
1952), an abrupt shift in racialisation in Sweden occurred from overt racial-
isation to a supposedly postracial society; i.e., a society that sees itself as 
free from racism. Lundström and Hübinette (2014) regard this postracial era 
of racialisation as based on the construction of ‘good’ Sweden, whereby 
Sweden constructed its innocence regarding racism and racialisation. During 
this period, ‘race’ was removed from official registry data. The Swedish 
state declared itself postracial, completely dismissing past racialisation or 
colonial complicity without public reconciliation or debates. In general, after 
World War II, Swedish state politics’ hegemonic discourse has been that of 
complete denial of any role in European colonial domination and its role in 
shaping Sweden’s nation–state and society. Lundström and Hübinette 
(2014) argue:  

As much as Swedish society previously had 
been deeply engaged with race thinking and 
racial politics, this time the labour move-
ment, women’s movement, Christian move-
ment and other social movements with all 
their leaders, intellectuals and activists con-
tributed to making Sweden the world’s most 
radical proponent for antiracism, at the same 
time constructing itself as a colour-blind 
country, and thereby almost overnight trans-
forming racism into a non-Swedish issue. (p. 
429) 

This overnight transformation to a supposedly postracial and innocent society 
is best exemplified by the 1965 Christmas speech of one of Sweden’s most 
influential figures during this time, Olof Palme:  
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Democracy is firmly anchored in this coun-
try. We respect fundamental freedoms and 
rights. Muddy racial theories have never 
found a foothold here. We see ourselves as 
open-minded and tolerant (Palme 1965, au-
thor’s translation).  

In the speech, Palme discussed the growing number of migrants in Sweden 
and dismissed racism as having any influence on Swedish society. He at-
tributed any racial attitudes toward migrants to individual aberrations, cement-
ing the idea of postracialism that prevailed after World War II in Sweden. The 
dismissal of Sweden’s racism and racialisation, its role in colonialism and its 
colonial complicity, and the removal of the word ‘race’ from official docu-
ments meant that Sweden could successfully construct itself as one of the most 
antiracist countries in the Global North (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017). As 
such, Sweden presents itself as the perfect model of a postracial society, in 
which racism and racialisation are considered obsolete in the constitution of 
society and therefore dismissed from public, political, and academic discus-
sions (Alinia, 2020). Racism and racialisation are substituted with terms such 
as ‘migrants’, ‘integration’, ‘culture’, and ‘diversity’ (Lundström, 2017; Mul-
inari, 2010; Pred, 2000). 

As migration from non-European countries to Sweden increased, racialisa-
tion became more focused on the migrant or the invandrare, a term which 
itself became racialised as it is used to refer to the ‘Muslim’, the ‘Arab’, the 
‘Black’ and the non-‘White’ (Lundström, 2017). The following section dis-
cusses migration and racialisation, focusing on the migration of non-Europe-
ans from the 1970s on.  

3.2.1 Migration and racialisation  
While racialisation of the Roma, the Sámi, and the Jew continues in Sweden, 
current racialisation is closely connected to migrants, especially non-Euro-
pean migrants, primarily Muslims and people of African descent, in which 
racialised colonial discourse is invoked (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017). Since 
the late 1960s and early 1970s, the issue of migration in Sweden has been 
heavily and increasingly politicised. Initially, discussions revolved around 
whether migration was positive or negative for society in terms of economic 
gain (Osanami Törngren, 2022). From the 1970s, an increase in the influx of 
non-European migrants occurred. By 2021, about 20% of the population in 
Sweden was foreign-born (defined as people born outside of Sweden), and 
almost 30% had a foreign background (defined as having one or two parents 
born outside of Sweden). In 2021, Syria, followed by Iraq, were the two most 
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common countries of birth for foreign-born people in Sweden (Statistiska cen-
tralbyrån, 2022). Migrants from African countries, mainly Somalia, Eretria, 
and Ethiopia, have also increased in number and proportion (ibid).  
   After the influx of Syrian migrants due to the Syrian conflict in 2015, mi-
gration policies in Sweden became more restrictive. The public and political 
climate became increasingly agitated around the issue of assimilating non-Eu-
ropean migrants to the Swedish way of life, and values considered ‘superior’. 
The idea that intrinsically ‘Swedish’ values are considered supreme is not 
new, as this has historically been part of racialisation in Sweden, where the 
so-called Nordic ‘race’ has been constructed as the most superior and, civi-
lised ‘race’, and in the words of Herman Lundborg is the pioneer who “as a 
rule lays the foundation of solid, organized state” (Lundborg, 1928, p. 291). 
The current racialisation of the migrant is thus a continuation of past colonial 
racialisation ingrained in European modernity and imagination. Current anti-
immigrant sentiments invoke an old racialisation to life (although it never 
died) (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017). According to Lundström (2017), the mi-
grant is often imagined as: 

  
A non-privileged, non-white, non-western 
(refugee) subject in search of a better future 
in ‘our’ country. A non-privileged migrant is 
someone who has often been subjectified as 
‘the migrant’ in (western) literature, research 
or the media (and as such is portrayed as ‘a 
contemporary problem’. (p.1) 

The racialisation of the migrant is based on views of migrants as non-Euro-
pean and non-‘White’, which entails viewing them as uncivilised and prob-
lematic, compared to the civilised ‘White’ European Swede (Dahlstedt & 
Neergaard, 2019). Sweden emphasises a discourse of postracialism, which ne-
cessitates a colonial racialised discourse that masks racism behind cultural 
Othering to construct racial innocence. However, overt racial terms continue 
to be used to degrade racialised minorities. These racial terms include words 
such as the n-word, svartskalle (blackskull) and blatte (wog) (Hübinette & 
Lundström, 2011). 
   The racialisation of the migrant dominating the public and political dis-
course depicts migrants as lazy and exploitative of the welfare system (Alinia, 
2020). Non-European migrants are generally blamed for what the Sweden 
Democrats, a neo-Nazi party and Sweden’s second largest political party, refer 
to as ‘system collapse’ (Ericson, 2018); a crisis discourse which paints society 
in Sweden as currently suffering from disintegration attributed to the existence 
of non-Europeans who are seen as unfit to live as civilised people (ibid). Alt-
hough Sweden continues to idealise itself as a gender- and class-equal postra-
cial paradise, this is quickly changing. According to Therborn (2018), the 
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1980s constituted a shift in Sweden due to the emergence of neoliberalism 
worldwide that was also adopted by Sweden. The increased neoliberal restruc-
turing included financial deregulation, abolishment of the wealth tax, capital 
control, and increased privatisation. According to Lundberg and Waldenström 
(2018) and Therborn (2018), Sweden has experienced the fastest growing in-
come inequality in Western Europe, with the top 1% increasing their house-
hold wealth to 42% of the country’s total income in 2017, from 18% of the 
country’s total income in 2002. These income inequalities have been exacer-
bated substantially due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Growing inequalities due 
to neoliberal restructuring are rarely discussed, as the blame for growing fi-
nancial instability has been increasingly placed on non-European migrants.  
   According to Ericson (2018), the idealisation of Sweden as a gender and 
class-equal postracial paradise is a robust discourse that influences both Swe-
den’s national policies and its international image as a human rights defender. 
However, this image is now highly contested, after increased support for Swe-
den’s anti-immigrant party, the Sweden Democrats, with its neo-Nazi origins. 
This image of an ideal Sweden is based on the hard-working, organised 
Swede, where discourse on the role of colonial and neocolonial racialisation 
and capital accumulation is absent. For instance, there is never any discussion 
on the role that Sweden plays in global financial institutions such as the World 
Bank and International Monetary Fund in enforcing neoliberal colonial doc-
trines in countries in the Global South (Stone, 2004). Thus, the idealisation of 
Sweden as a paradise, together with an absence of any discussion on the role 
that Sweden plays in neocolonial policies and their role in conflict creation in 
the Global South, creates a political climate where migrants can be blamed for 
economic failure and “system collapse.” Hence, increased segregation, mar-
ginalisation, and police oppression are the result of cultural inferiority rather 
than racism (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017) and social inequality. This legiti-
mises a racialising discourse that continues to blame non-European migrants 
for racial inequalities in society while relieving political elites of the respon-
sibility for causing those inequalities.  
   In the next section (section 3.3), I discuss current debates on racism and 
racialisation in healthcare in Sweden.  

3.3 Racism and racialisation in Swedish healthcare: 
Current debates 
With increasing social movements during the Black Lives Movement around 
the globe, media debates focusing primarily on racialised minority healthcare 
staff increased. For instance, a Swedish daily newspaper Dagens Nyheter 
(DN) survey in June 2021 (Adrian Sadikovic, 2021) exposed that healthcare 
users in Sweden were allowed to choose their healthcare staff based on their 
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ethnicity. The newspaper contacted 120 public and private healthcare centers 
(including dental care centers) in various regions in Sweden, pretending to be 
healthcare users who requested to be treated only by ‘ethnic’ Swedish 
healthcare staff’ or ‘Swedish Swede’ healthcare staff. In a country where ra-
cial categories do not exist (Ahlberg et al., 2019), phrases such as ‘ethnic’ 
Swedes are generally used to mean ‘White’ Swedes. In Sweden, healthcare 
users have had the right since 2010 to choose between primary healthcare pro-
viders (Regeringen, 2008). In many of the healthcare centers contacted by the 
journalists, the centers were prepared to accommodate the expressed wish to 
be treated by ‘White’ Swedish staff, although some refused. Some healthcare 
centers even went so far as to assure the journalist posing as a prospective 
patient that their healthcare would be provided by an ‘ethnic’ Swede by men-
tioning their name and, in one case, even maintaining that one staff member 
who had a Swedish name was not in fact Swedish, since she was adopted 
(Adrian Sadikovic, 2021). This survey generated great discussion in various 
media outlets and healthcare settings across the country and among leading 
politicians (Dagens medicin, 2021). Dagens Nyheter justified conducting this 
survey because several racialised minority healthcare staff members had con-
tacted the newspaper about their experiences of racism from healthcare users 
that were constantly being dismissed by their managers. In 2018, 34% of phy-
sicians, 12% of nurses, and 26% of nursing aids were foreign-born (Statistiska 
centralbyrån, 2019), while 69% of newly-admitted dental students in 2016 and 
2017 were of foreign backgrounds5 (Tandläkartidning, 2018). However, alt-
hough there has been an increase in the number of foreign-born healthcare 
staff as well as healthcare staff with foreign backgrounds, the discourse on 
racism has not shifted to create more space to discuss experiences of racism 
(Ahlberg et al., 2019). 
   In 2021, a region in Sweden was prosecuted for discrimination in a case 
known in the media as the cultural fainting case6. The case dated back to 2017 
when a Swedish racialised minority physician of Sudanese background lost 
consciousness in his home after hitting his head in a football match. His wife, 
herself a healthcare staff, called an ambulance. Upon arrival, ambulance per-
sonnel decided that the patient should not be taken to the hospital, as he was 
probably faking his symptoms. They reported this as a case of ‘cultural faint-
ing’ in the clinical notes. The man’s wife took her husband to the hospital by 
herself. Upon arrival, the hospital staff deprioritised the man for receiving 
care, as he had not arrived via ambulance. He was neglected for hours, leading 
him to suffer complete paralysis. It turned out later that he had a cerebral 
haemorrhage. He died two years later, at the age of 32, due to lung inflamma-
tion, a complication arising from his condition. The case was reported to the 

                               
5 See section 1.3 (p. 13) on terminologies for definition of the terms “foreign background” and 
“foreign-born” 
6 In Swedish this is called Kulturell svimning  
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Equality Ombudsman7, who reported the case to the court. The court prose-
cuted the regional authority for discrimination, but no individual actors were 
prosecuted for their actions. Social services in Sweden (healthcare, elderly 
care, and education) are almost completely taxpayer funded. They are pro-
duced at regional and local levels, with statutory control over the sector to 
oversee equality and diminish regional differences (Anell et al., 2012). For 
this reason, the case was prosecuted at the regional authority.  
   In 2021, a group of 1001 physicians and medical students of various ethnic-
ities, signed a petition at Expressen, an evening newspaper in Sweden 
(Hökmark, 2021). The petition concerned various dimensions of racism in 
healthcare, citing evidence of racism against racialised minority healthcare 
users and experiences of racism against healthcare staff. The petition also dis-
cussed how the COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted racial inequalities in 
healthcare and how the political discourse in Sweden blamed racialised mi-
norities for spreading COVID-19 in segregated areas (ibid). The petition of-
fered concrete suggestions on how to move forward on the issue of racism in 
healthcare. These included: training for all healthcare staff members on how 
racism affects all aspects of care; the idea that all medical training programs 
should address the harms of racism, and that all care units should have updated 
action plans on how racism should be handled in the workplace; and finally, 
increased funding for research on tackling racism in healthcare. Furthermore, 
the petition gave rise to the association of doctors against racism8, which has 
been active in advocating against racism in healthcare.  
   These are only some examples (see also Kongstad, 2021) of the most recent 
discussions around racism in healthcare in the media that may have emerged 
due to the Back Lives Matter movement and the inequalities brought to the 
surface by the COVID-19 pandemic. These discussions notwithstanding, there 
have been previous media discussions (Hassan et al., 2016; Wärngård, 2016) 
and official attempts to deal with racism in public services, including 
healthcare (Groglopo et al., 2006). In 2006, the Swedish government commis-
sioned several researchers to write comprehensive reports on structural dis-
crimination against people with foreign backgrounds9 in various public sectors 
in Sweden. The inquiry into Power, Integration and Structural Discrimina-
tion10 (Regeringskansliet, 2006) was appointed following a government deci-
sion in 2004 to identify and map mechanisms behind structural/institutional 
discrimination on the grounds of ethnicity and religious belonging. The results 
of the reports were supposed to be conveyed successively to provide the basis 

                               
7 Equality Ombudsman, in Swedish diskrimineringsombudsman, is the statutory body which 
handles complaints about health services as part of their legal duty to promote equality and 
counteract discrimination 
8 In Swedish they are called läkare mot rasism 
9 see section 1.3 (p.13) for definition of the term “foreign background” 
10 In Swedish this inquiry was referred to as the utredningen om makt, integration och 
strukturell diskriminering 
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for in-depth discussion and subsequent measures against structural obstacles 
to the participation of all citizens in society on equal terms and with equal 
opportunities (Regeringskansliet, 2006). The report on structural discrimina-
tion in healthcare11 was published in 2006, and was comprised of a broad com-
pilation of studies on perceived discrimination’s effect on health status, and 
contained an anthology of five articles concerning the relationship between 
health outcomes and discrimination, irregular migrants, and access to 
healthcare, the treatment of children with abandonment syndrome, the treat-
ment of circumcised women, and a research note on the application of Swe-
dish antidiscrimination laws in Swedish healthcare (Groglopo et al., 2006). 
Although the report included an introduction concerning the history of racism 
and its various forms in Sweden, it did not generate any agreed-upon vocabu-
lary on how best to discuss or research racism. Furthermore, the articles in the 
report did not include the terms “racism” or “racialisation” in their analysis. 
These attempts to grapple with racism have mostly been periodic, and have 
not generated a common vocabulary to discuss racism nor any method for 
tackling or resisting racism in healthcare (Bradby et al., 2019).  
   Nevertheless, recent media discussions have generated some responses from 
Swedish government authorities (Gray & Pihl, 2021) and healthcare authori-
ties (Westin, 2021). In response to Dagens Nyheter’s survey concerning 
healthcare users’ choice of staff based on racial belonging (Adrian Sadikovic, 
2021), the Swedish Social Minister, at that time, brought various healthcare 
authorities, including the Swedish Association of Local Authorities and Re-
gions12, various unions, and healthcare organisations into discussion (Westin, 
2021). The discussion revolved only around the Dagens Nyheter’s survey, and 
not other aspects of racism highlighted by racism against healthcare users and 
the petition signed by physicians and medical students in Expressen. The So-
cial Minister stated that although a discussion on the issue of racism is war-
ranted, there is no need for a policy change, since laws against discrimination 
already exist (Dagens medicin, 2021). The Swedish Medical Association13 en-
couraged healthcare staff members who experience racism from healthcare 
users to take up the issue with their unions, and reiterated that they have re-
ceived very few cases of such complaints (Rydgren Stale, 2021). Their re-
sponse concluded that although they take the issue of racism seriously, it 
seems to be a rare problem.  
   These statements from the Social Minister and the Medical Association ig-
nore the fact that racism does not exist as a category of complaint in any offi-
cial complaint system within healthcare in Sweden (Bradby et al., 2019) or in 
other European contexts (Möschel, 2011), where the removal of the term 
‘race’ from official data was seen as a means of banishing racism (Goldberg, 

                               
11 In Swedish this was called Hälsa, vård och strukturell diskriminering  
12 In Swedish this is called Sveriges kommuner och regioner (SKR) 
13 In Swedish this is called Läkarförbundet 
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2006). Qualitative studies in Sweden of healthcare staff from foreign back-
grounds showed that healthcare staff members subjected to racism during their 
work did not find space to speak about their experiences during the course of 
their duties in Sweden (Ahlberg et al., 2022; Mulinari, 2015; Salmonsson, 
2014). Furthermore, in a study by Selberg (2012), ‘White’ Swedish nurses in 
this study felt strongly about sexism and found it unacceptable, while racism 
was a sensitive issue that was avoided and rarely discussed. Similarly, recent 
studies among medical students illustrated that racialised minority students 
struggled with experiences of racism and were hesitant to name their experi-
ences racism, due to the prevailing perception of Sweden as a postracial soci-
ety (Kristoffersson et al., 2021; Kristoffersson & Hamberg, 2022). A few Swe-
dish studies examining healthcare users show that racialised minorities are 
disregarded and deprioritised in healthcare interactions (Hamed et al., 2020b; 
Mulinari, 2010) Hamed et al., (2020b) analysed accounts of 11 racialised mi-
nority healthcare users from three European countries, including Sweden, and 
reported that racialised minority healthcare users experienced unequal access 
to resources, silencing of suffering, and erosion of dignity. Mulinari (2010) 
studied racialised minority women’s encounters with midwifery care and de-
scribed racialisation enacted through Othering processes. Although qualitative 
studies on racism in Swedish healthcare are scarce, there are studies in 
healthcare (e.g., Akhavan, 2012; Bäärnhielm & Ekblad, 2000; Pergert, 2017; 
Robertson, 2015) that allude to Othering of racialised minorities (referred to 
as migrants in these studies). Further, qualitative studies that discuss Othering 
in other care settings, such as elderly care, also exist (e.g., Milberg et al., 2016; 
Torres, 2006; Torres et al., 2016). For instance, Torres et al. (2016) show that 
in elderly care, cross-cultural interaction is expected to be challenging, even 
when interviewed staff had little experience of such interactions. Although 
some studies do allude to Othering in healthcare, these studies do not readily 
study racism or racialisation in healthcare.  
   The equality and antidiscrimination regulations in healthcare organisations 
in Sweden emphasise that healthcare users should be treated equally, and the 
work environment law that should protect healthcare staff does not use the 
term racism. In theory, healthcare users in Sweden could complain to Patient 
Advisory Committees14. Patient advisory committees exist in every county 
and in certain municipalities (Malmö, Arvika, Årjäng) as the central independ-
ent authority to which healthcare users or their families have recourse con-
cerning the provision of public dental care, and public and private healthcare 
services. However, discrimination is not an official complaint category in the 
committees’ categorisation of cases. Other medical authorities that handle 
more medically severe mistakes do not recognise racism as a possible cause 
for differential treatment and diagnosis (Bradby et al., 2019). Healthcare users 
and staff could complain to the Equality ombudsman who has discrimination, 

                               
14 These are called patientnämnderna in Swedish  
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including ethnic discrimination (but not the word racism), as a category of 
complaint. The latest Equality ombudsman report (Arrhenius, 2021) shows a 
55% increase in complaints around ethnic discrimination between 2015 and 
2021 but does not specify the number of complaints that occurred in the 
healthcare sector. No report showcasing ethnic discrimination from the Equal-
ity ombudsman was found, except a report published in 2012. This report by 
the equality ombudsman (Broberg & Chang, 2012) showed that healthcare 
users found the complaint process to be overly complicated, the information 
about how to complain confusing, and had low expectations of any positive 
result from a complaint. A very small number of the cases reported to the 
Equality Ombudsman are upheld as constituting discrimination, and an even 
smaller number are judged to involve racism.  
   Debates around racism in healthcare have surfaced recently and in the past 
in the media and among various official medical authorities that reflect ten-
sions surrounding the issue of racism. Racialised minority healthcare staff 
subjected to racism lack the space to discuss racism in the workplace in Swe-
den (Ahlberg et al., 2022; Mulinari, 2015; Salmonsson, 2014). Some have 
contacted newspapers anonymously to report on their experiences, resulting 
in debate. Reports on healthcare users’ experiences of racism are also present 
in the media. These issues remain contested and have not resulted in policy 
changes, or in official attempts to seriously address them.  

3.4 Concluding remarks 
Racism in Swedish healthcare is part of a larger context of racism that has 
shaped the Swedish nation state. Although Sweden played a significant role 
in constructing the category ‘White’ as culturally- and biologically superior, 
Sweden has managed to sustain a postracial imaginary following its removal 
of ‘race’ from official and public discourse. With the increased neoliberal re-
structuring of society, income and gender inequalities are increasing rapidly, 
and non-European migrants are targeted as the cause of these inequalities and 
the rise of segregation and unemployment; all while racism goes, for the most 
part, undiscussed. The contribution of racialised minorities to healthcare is 
hardly ever discussed, and issues related to racism and racialisation against 
healthcare users and staff are rarely researched. However, current media de-
bates and attempts by racialised minority healthcare staff may alter these de-
bates.  
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4. Theoretical framework 

4.1 Introduction 
In this thesis, racism is understood to be structural, which entails understand-
ing societies and institutions as well as interactions and talk occurring within 
these societies/institutions as racialised. The thesis examines accounts of ra-
cialisation in healthcare by analysing healthcare staff’s racialised talk. This 
chapter addresses the theoretical framework of the thesis. Building on critical 
‘race’ and postcolonial theories, I will discuss the main theoretical discussions 
and debates regarding the main concepts used in the thesis, namely structural 
racism, racialisation and racialised talk. I will define and explain the applica-
tion of these concepts and their relations with each other in terms of the thesis’ 
empirical analysis.  
   The current chapter lays out what I consider to be the essential and relevant 
foundations that constitute structural racism. As such, this theoretical frame-
work constitutes the approach to and representation of the phenomenon of 
racism and thus how I approach the material of the thesis. I argue that racism 
is a social phenomenon and should not be regarded as a set of individual ab-
errations. Furthermore, I argue that racism is a historical and dynamic phe-
nomenon, and I discuss how this dynamism has been approached primarily 
through debates on ‘race’ and racialisation. Through engaging with these de-
bates, I delineate how I conceptualise the concepts of ‘race’ and racialisation 
in this thesis. I end with the final foundation of structural racism: how socie-
ties, institutions, and interactions are racialised. In the final part of this chapter, 
I discuss racialised talk and argue that an analysis of racialised talk aids in 
uncovering accounts of racialisation.  

4.2 Structural racism 
The premise of this thesis is that racism is a central and fundamental organis-
ing principle of social stratification. Drawing on previous work by critical 
‘race’ and postcolonial theorists (Bois & Bois, 2016; Bonilla-Silva, 1997; 
Essed, 1991; Fanon, 2002; Goldberg, 2006; Omi & Winant, 2014; Said, 1991), 
I view racism to have a structural presence that is embedded in society and 
social institutions (Bonilla-Silva, 1997).  
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Discussions around conceptualising structural racism, and what that concep-
tualisation involves, exist across various disciplines, including the social sci-
ences. However, there does not exist an agreed-upon definition of structural 
racism; a concept often used interchangeably with other concepts such as sys-
temic and institutional racism. Although there is general agreement on ‘race’ 
as a social construct, disagreement on what ‘race’ represents in today’s society 
and whether or not it should be used in sociological research also contributes 
to the various conceptualisations of structural racism. Moreover, debates on 
the meaning of racialisation and its relation to racism and ‘race’ also result in 
the vagueness connected to the conceptualisation of structural racism. This 
vagueness results in the concept being, more often than not, used without a 
clear definition. These difficulties and vagueness in conceptualising structural 
racism notwithstanding, I have identified foundations which I regard as essen-
tial in gaining clarity in conceptualising structural racism so that it can be ap-
plied in my thesis. These conceptualisations draw from critical ‘race’ theory 
and postcolonial theory, but also from previous attempts to conceptualise 
structural racism which have also dealt with the vagueness of the concept in 
research (see Stone et al., 2020). Drawing on these studies, I conceptualise 
structural racism as follows: 1) racism is a social phenomenon; 2) racism is a 
historic and dynamic phenomenon; and 3) societies, institutions, and interac-
tions are racialised. Each foundation will be discussed below. It should be 
noted that these foundations do not act alone but are epistemologically con-
nected. Although I discuss each foundation separately for simplicity’s sake, 
each foundation builds on others and must be understood accordingly.  

4.2.1 Racism is a social phenomenon  
The first basic foundation, essential in conceptualising racism as structural, is 
the idea that racism is embedded in society and social institutions and is thus 
produced and reproduced within society and its institutions. This premise re-
jects the view of racism as merely individual, intentional, and irrational aber-
rations and prejudices that will disappear with time and education (Bell, 2003; 
Bonilla-Silva, 2015b; Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). This individualistic view 
discounts racism from the structure of societies either by viewing racism as a 
matter of the past (consequently framing current society as postracial), or as 
existing as a variable dependent on other structures in society such as class 
(Miles, 1994; Scambler, 2019). This latter view is often referred to as a ‘class 
reductionist’ view, which conveys opinions regarding the objectivity of class 
versus the subjectivity of ‘race’. That capitalist oppression is essential in un-
derstanding the lives of people in the world goes without saying. However, a 
class reductionist view asks whether racism should be subsumed under capi-
talism. The class reductionist view does not view racism as structural, as it 
only explains social phenomena through an economic lens and regards racism 
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as prejudices that can be resolved through economic equality, even when evi-
dence of racism’s negative independent effect on people’s livelihood is pre-
sent (Harris et al., 2006). This view implies that racism is regarded as a “base-
less ideology” (Bonilla-Silva, 1997, p. 467), which ultimately means that the 
structure of societies is not seen as inherently racist. Instead, racism is viewed 
as a remnant of colonial times and chattel slavery.  
   Following World War II and the civil rights movement in the USA, the 
emerging idea of societies in the Global North as postracial prevailed politi-
cally and in academia (Goldberg, 2006). This idea was opposed by critical 
‘race’ theorists, who comprised a group of scholarly and politically-oriented 
racialised minority law scholars in the USA in the 1980s, convened to protest 
against the idea of a postracial USA that sees racism as individual aberrations; 
a view that critical ‘race’ theorists argued was a reason for the continuity of 
racial inequalities after the civil rights era (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). Crit-
ical ‘race’ theorists initially developed in response to critical law theory, 
which legal scholars such as Derrick Bell, Patricia William, and Crenshaw 
(ibid) claimed does not reflect an understanding of the effects of ‘race’ in so-
ciety and thus continues to act as an oppressive tool that benefits the state by 
“maintaining and further constructing racially based social and economic op-
pression” (McCoy & Rodricks, 2015, p. 3). As articulated by Kimberlé Cren-
shaw (2011):  

our dissatisfaction with CLS (critical legal 
studies) stemmed from its failure to come to 
terms with the particularity of race, and with 
the specifically racial character of ‘social in-
terests’ in the racialized state. (p. 1696).  

The idea of postracial societies has been theorised as the contemporary mo-
dality of racism (Goldberg, 2016), and critiqued as a belief that reduces racism 
to a historical problem existing only in the sinister regimes that produced 
apartheid, the Holocaust, or Jim Crow. The violence perpetrated by colonial-
ism in the Global South and the violence in Europe resulting from World War 
II instituted a significant shift and turning point in scientific and political ap-
proaches to racism. Anticolonial and liberation movements in the Global 
South also marked massive political changes in global political relations, 
which in the aftermath of World War II led to the establishment of the United 
Nations (MacMaster, 2001). In the immediate post-war years, UNESCO took 
it upon itself to institute a position against ‘race’ based on a stance that re-
garded racism as an individual “anti-social” belief resulting from a perceived 
idea of the existence of biological ‘races’. UNESCO issued several statements 
on ‘race’ (Shapiro, 1952) that rejected any scientific notion of innate racial 
differences between human populations, calling out racism as a social evil. 
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This statement was later developed in 1950, 1951, and 1968 as separate state-
ments on ‘race’ written by several physicians, anthropologists, and sociolo-
gists (Brattain, 2007). The primary basis of the statement was as follows:  

The human problems arising from so-called 
’race’ relations are social in origin rather 
than biological. A basic problem is racism, 
namely, anti-social beliefs and acts which are 
based on the fallacy that discriminatory in-
ter-group relations are justifiable on biologi-
cal grounds. (“UNESCO Statement on Race 
and Racial Prejudice,” 1968. p. IX, 3) 

Discussions around racism after World War II were primarily informed by the 
reality of that war’s genocide, which meant that racial ideologies could not be 
taken for granted (Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017). The UNESCO statement was 
a significant turning point, as it was the first political and official statement to 
refute ‘race’ as biological in nature and was quickly adopted by many coun-
tries in Europe and the Global North as the basis for a new era of equality 
(Brattain, 2007; MacMaster, 2001; Selcer, 2012). In most Western European 
countries, except for the UK, the UNESCO statements were taken literally to 
justify eliminating the use of the terminology of ‘race’ from political and pub-
lic discourse. In some countries, such as Sweden, ‘race’ was removed entirely 
from legal documents (Möschel, 2011). The fear was that by using the term 
‘race,’ one might normatively recognise the existence of distinct scientific hu-
man ‘races’. 
   Moreover, there was a suggestion that by eliminating ‘race,’ racism would 
be eliminated. Addressing racism by eliminating ‘race’ from the public, legal 
and political discourse is problematic, since it reduces racism to a set of be-
liefs, ideas, and attitudes perpetuated by a few irrational and evil individuals. 
Hence, there is an assumption that the very ousting of ‘race’, at least in its 
biological sense, as such will contribute to the eradication of racism. As ar-
gued by Goldberg (2006) and Bonilla-Silva (1997), this view reduces racism 
to the “field of social psychology” (Bonilla-Silva, 1997, p. 5), wherein racism 
is individualised. The view that racism is inherently irrational and could thus 
be eradicated by educating people that ‘race’ is not a scientific reality pre-
vailed following World War II in the Global North, not only politically but 
also in social sciences. This type of understanding implies that racism can be 
eliminated, for the most part, through education, specifically by stating that 
‘race’ does not exist. Furthermore, the stress on World War II as the reference 
point for racism (Goldberg, 2006; Mulinari & Neergaard, 2017), together with 
what Stuart Hall characterises as the Global North’s “historical amnesia” con-
cerning the violence associated with its colonial conquests and racism (Hall, 
1986), creates a context where structural racism is mostly denied.  
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Patricia Williams (1998) stated that postracialism constitutes a “tension be-
tween material conditions and what one is cultured to see or not see—the di-
lemma of the emperor’s new clothes” (p. 5). The consequence of such an un-
derstanding of the Global North as an equal society where racism is only about 
a few rotten apples, and thus not structural, entails a general perception that 
there is no need to engage in discussions around racism or to adopt antiracist 
solutions. As argued by Valluvan (2016), the postracial claim:  

actualises a unique hegemonic manoeuvre: 
whilst civic and populist racisms alongside 
the complementary structural racial inequal-
ities persist undeterred, there is no longer an 
ideological framework willing to stand for 
these disparities given that the prevailing 
ideological and institutional apparatuses 
themselves so insistently assert that the time 
of race and racism has passed. (p. 2242)  

An important foundation to the premise of racism as structural relates to the 
understanding of racism as a collective social phenomenon. I reject, therefore, 
an individual postracial understanding that views racism as individual irra-
tional prejudices that can be reduced to past iterations of racism related to the 
Holocaust and chattel slavery. The view that racism exists only when one can 
identify and point to explicit expressions of racial slurs is a narrow definition 
of racism based on an understanding of racism as a moral deviation. Eliminat-
ing ‘race’ and racism from public discourse has not eliminated racism (Gold-
berg, 2016; Hübinette & Lundström, 2014). On the contrary, a context of ra-
cial denial means that racism is masked behind a discourse of postracialism 
and that the exclusion of racialised minorities may be enacted in seemingly 
legitimate and defensible ways, since such exclusions may be masked through 
organisational routines and normalised power-relations (Hamed et al., 2020), 
as well as through the absence of an overall discussion on racism. Postracial-
ism is thus borne out of power-relations and may be used as an instrument to 
proscribe verbal expressions and complaints about racism as illegitimate.  

4.2.2 Racism is a historical dynamic phenomenon  
Part of the postracial thinking emphasised particularly in Western European 
contexts pertains to the idea of racism produced by a biological construct of 
‘race’. This idea is based on viewing racism as a phenomenon located in the 
past, which means that racism is thought to be fixed in time, specifically in the 
time of the Holocaust and chattel slavery. Precisely because racism is viewed 
as located in the past, it is also viewed as a static phenomenon and thus re-
duced to individual aberrations. 
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This understanding of racism as static does not bother to investigate its deep 
historical embeddedness in society, since it is seen as devoid of historical and 
political underpinnings. Although (explicit) racism is condemned, at least 
publicly, its condemnation—centered in the lack of scientific evidence for the 
existence of biological ‘races’—ignores the fact that it was mainly through 
politics, political decisions, and European imperialism (past and present) that 
racism was driven into significance. The idea that racism is only a set of past 
ideas that do not materialise in society and are not connected to European im-
perial conquest means racism could be viewed as static and attitudinal, rather 
than as a historical and dynamic phenomenon. 
   Critical ‘race’ theory views racism as a permanent social feature (Bell, 2003; 
Ladson-Billings & Tate, 1995; Milner, 2008). The strategy of critical ‘race’ 
theorists thus “becomes one of unmasking and exposing racism in its various 
permutations” (Ladson-Billings, 1998, p. 11). The permanency of racism is 
thus a feature of racism that is enabled through racism’s ability to shift and 
change; i.e., through its dynamism. The dynamism of racism is mostly dealt 
with in the literature through the various understandings of and approaches to 
the concepts of ‘race’ and racialisation, particularly among critical ‘race’ the-
orists. The next section (section 4.2.2.1) will deal with ‘race’, racism, and ra-
cialisation debates and their shortcomings. This debate must be delineated and 
discussed before I can outline my own conceptualisations of these concepts in 
connection to the dynamism of racism. 

4.2.2.1 Debates on ‘race’, racism, and racialisation  
In many instances, racism and ‘race’ are conflated and discussed as synonyms, 
creating analytical and epistemological opacity and obscurity. Though it is 
generally agreed upon that ‘race’ is a social construct and a product of moder-
nity, there are many disagreements and debates on ‘race’s’ ontological mean-
ing, with some scholars, particularly critical ‘race’ scholars, arguing for its 
ontological meaning. The central premise of critical ‘race’ is that ‘race’ mat-
ters and should be regarded as a real social category in order to understand 
racism (Bell, 1976; West, 1994). For instance, in their book on racial for-
mation, Omi and Winant (2014) discuss the development of ‘race’ and assert 
the following:  

Race is a master category—a fundamental 
concept that has profoundly shaped, and con-
tinues to shape, the history, polity, economic 
structure, and culture of the United States. (p.  
120–121) 

Omi and Winant’s (2014) understanding of racism, in line with that of many 
critical ‘race’ scholars, particularly those from the USA, is grounded in an 
understanding of ‘race’ as more than racism and hence the “master category” 
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that constitutes racism. As such, ‘race’ becomes the category that gives rise to 
racial thinking. The stress should be on what Omi and Winant refer to as racial 
formation, a term they use to reflect on the dynamic and unstable meaning of 
‘race’; constantly shifting, transforming, and destroyed through sociohistori-
cal processes. For Charles Mills (1999), not only is ‘race’ the “master cate-
gory”, but it is also a real category. Charles Mills maintains:  

As critical race theorists are quick to empha-
size, race is both constructed and real, em-
bedded in legal decisions, social mores, net-
works of belief, folkways, institutions, struc-
tures of economic privilege and disad-
vantage. The reality is a social reality—
perhaps better, a socio-political 
reality—but within this sphere, it is real 
enough. (p. 448) 

Mills (1999) argues that the idea of ‘race’ as a social construct has long be-
come a cliché and that a better way to understand ‘race’ is to view it as onto-
logically and socially real. For Mills, ‘race’ is material because one’s racial 
membership is the basis of which entitlement one acquires or does not acquire. 
Subsequently, because ‘race’ is ontologically real, it should also be the object 
of analysis when examining what he refers to as the Global domination of 
‘Whites’ over ‘non-Whites’. Mills argues that a person’s ‘race’ has enormous 
importance in one’s life, and since many nations have been historically devel-
oped through racial systems, ‘race’ has significance. As people perceive and 
think of themselves in terms of ‘race,’ these categories create a social reality 
and intersubjectivity, thus resulting in objectivity. 
   From the point that ‘race’ is the object of analysis, critical ‘race’ scholars 
then argue for the fluidity and dynamism of the term. For example, Stuart Hall 
(1996) argues for viewing the ontology of ‘race’ as ‘floating’; meaning fluid 
in so far as the meanings of ‘race’ are subject to continuous change, depending 
on the context and time within which these meanings are interpreted. For in-
stance, what constitutes a ‘race’ can shift and exclude different groups of peo-
ple at different times. The most common example is the Irish in Britain or the 
Italians in the USA, who were categorised as ‘non-White’ but later became 
categorised as ‘White’. In the USA, racial categories, which are legal catego-
ries, are subject to constant renegotiation. For instance, current demands by 
Arab Americans to be categorised as ‘non-White’ to highlight racial inequal-
ities against ‘Arabs’ are ongoing. Regardless of its shifting nature, ‘race’ re-
mains a social reality according to Hall, Mills, and other critical ‘race’ theo-
rists. ‘Race’ is thus not viewed as a static concept with a single meaning (Gold-
berg, 1992) but has power in its capacity to adapt and persist in various con-
texts and over various time periods. For instance, ‘race’ during the 
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enlightenment period was based on a more biological and ‘scientific’ catego-
risation of human populations. As the biological and scientific categorisation 
of ‘race’ has become discredited politically and academically, new approaches 
to dealing with the ‘race’ issue emerged. In many European countries, includ-
ing Sweden, ‘race’ was removed entirely from official data, while in the USA 
and other countries of the Global North (e.g., Canada, Australia, and New 
Zealand), ‘race’ was kept as a legal category due to the passage of civil rights 
and equal opportunity legislation to highlight racial inequalities. Arguing for 
a centrality of ‘race’, Goldberg (2001) explores how the neoliberal state in 
Europe reproduces racism by representing itself as raceless, thereby hiding its 
Whiteness. Goldberg argues that racelessness is a new racial formation in Eu-
ropean contexts.  
   Before moving to the other side of the debate, which includes the critics of 
critical ‘race’ theory’s approach to understanding racism through the analysis 
of ‘race’ as a construct, I would like to address intersectionality, since it is one 
of the critical foundations concerning the dynamism of racism. Feminist 
scholars like Patricia Collins (2000) and  Kimberlé Crenshaw (1989) have de-
veloped critical ‘race’ theory to include an intersectional lens that explores the 
interrelatedness of class, ‘race’, and gender. As Collins concludes in her schol-
arly work (rooted in the core ideals of the ‘Black’ liberation movement), the 
category ‘Black’ needs to be understood as a dynamic category. Drawing from 
a ‘Black’ feminist epistemology, Patricia Collins (2000) states:  

The term intersectionality references the crit-
ical insight that race, class, gender, sexuality, 
ethnicity, nation, ability, and age operate not 
as unitary, mutually exclusive entities, but as 
reciprocally constructing phenomena that in 
turn shape complex social inequalities. (p. 2) 

Scholars of intersectionality, such as Collins, Crenshaw, and others (e.g., 
hooks, 1984), emphasise that these various forms of inequality are intersecting 
rather than additive. Despite the importance of the contribution of intersec-
tionality in understanding structural racism, I have not dealt with issues related 
to class and gender in this thesis. Rather, I have examined healthcare staff’s 
racialised talk in healthcare without considering how racialisation intersects 
with gender and class. Although this may be considered a limitation of this 
thesis, I will not focus on intersectionality in the context of this thesis more 
than mentioning it as an important contribution to understanding racism as 
structural, as it refers to the dynamism of racism in its interactions with other 
forms of oppression.  
   Critical ‘race’ theory’s insistence that ‘race’ should hold a central position 
in any legal or social analysis has not gone without criticism. British sociolo-
gists such as Banton (1995), Miles (1989), Miles and Brown (2003), Small 
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(1994) and others have criticized the focus on the concept of ‘race’, calling 
for a complete rejection of the term on the ground that it constitutes an intel-
lectual error and is, ontologically, an empty category. For Miles (1989), who 
is one of the strongest proponents of abandoning the use of ‘race,’ the term 
‘race’ is problematic, since it institutes an “analytically useless term” (Miles, 
1989, p. 72) and should therefore be “conned to the dustbin” (ibid). Using a 
historical analysis of racism in Europe and Britain, Miles argues that the object 
of analysis should be racism, which he views as an essential process of capital 
accumulation. ‘Race’ thus hides real class relations, and class consciousness 
must be viewed as shaped by economic relations hidden within a process of 
racialisation. 
   In terms of understanding the meaning of ‘race’, Miles’ most significant 
contribution lies in his emphasis that ‘race’ is created within political and so-
cial regulation. Miles maintains that the construct of ‘race’ is not only social 
but also political. It is within this framework that Robert Miles (1989) argues 
for the use of the term racialisation instead of ‘race’ relations which he defines 
as:  

Those instances where social relations be-
tween people have been structured by the 
signification of human biological character-
istics in such a way as to define and construct 
differentiated social collectivities. The con-
cept therefore refers to a process of categori-
sation, a representational process of defining 
an Other (usually, but not exclusively) so-
matically. (p. 75) 

The importance of Miles’ work lies in his historical understanding of racism 
and racialisation and in examining racialisation as a political process. Small 
(1994) also advocates for the use of racialisation instead of ‘race’ and ‘race 
relations’ stating:  

that the use of racialisation moves attention 
away from ‘race’ to an in-depth understand-
ing of ‘how groups not previously defined as 
“races” have come to be defined in this way 
and assesses the various factors involved in 
such processes. (p. 30)  

Thus, in accordance to these scholars, ‘race’ is an empty signifier, and a dan-
gerous concept that belongs to history. Hence, for Banton (1995), Miles 
(1989), and many others, the concept of ‘race’ should be abandoned by soci-
ologists, since it doesn’t signify anything, with Miles arguing for the use of 
the concept of racialisation instead. 
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The use of racialisation is not new and was proposed first by Fanon (1967), 
who referred to it as negrification. Fanon (1967) was one of the earliest schol-
ars to maintain that ‘race’ is a social construct and argued that it is not ‘race’ 
that creates racism; rather, ‘race’ is a product of racism. For Fanon, ‘race’ is a 
historically constructed phenomenon and a culturally mediated artifact 
(Tamdgidi, 2007). Hence, a search for the essence of ‘race’ fails to compre-
hend the historical and materialistic realities of racism. Therefore, Fanon re-
jects the idea of ‘race’ and argues that the concept of ‘race’ must be substituted 
by a sociohistorical or structural understanding of racism. In other words, 
Fanon considers ‘races’ to be unfixed categories and do not gain their meaning 
from what they contain intrinsically, but in the shifting relations they establish 
with other concepts and ideas (be they economic or political). Unlike Miles, 
although Fanon stresses that the emphasis should be on racism and racialisa-
tion, he views racism as a structural ideology used by colonialism to subjugate 
the Global South and does not view racism as merely the tool of the bourgeoi-
sie as Miles does. In this sense, Fanon rejects the use of ‘race’ as a static com-
ponent and argues for what he calls the process of ‘negrification’, which he 
defines as the process through which a person is made ‘Black’ through colo-
nial subjugation.  
   Miles and others who argue for the abandonment of ‘race’ and a focus on 
racialisation have faced extensive criticism from many scholars, especially 
critical ‘race’ theorists. For instance, Winant (1994), referring to Miles’ (1989, 
p. 72) statement that ’race’ should be “conned to the dustbin”, asserts that the 
centrality of ‘race’ cannot be abandoned, stating that: 

that is, in most if not all human societies— 
its centrality continues, even after the origi-
nal reasons for invoking it have disappeared. 
This is but another way of saying that race is 
a significant dimension of hegemony, that it 
is deeply fused with the power, order, and in-
deed the meaning systems of every society in 
which it operates. (p. 2) 

Furthermore, Mills (2015) argues that although the idea that ‘race’ should be 
irrelevant is an attractive ideal, the fact that ‘race’ continues to have material 
consequences for people consequently means that it is still relevant as an an-
alytical term. Abandoning ‘race’ and substituting it with racialisation has also 
been criticised for the lack of clarity regarding what racialisation consists of 
Goldberg (2004) criticised the concept for being similar to the concept of ra-
cial formation (Goldberg, 2004), and lacking specificity. Rattansi (2007) ar-
gues that the term racialisation is used in so many ways and has so many def-
initions that it suffers from “chronic instability.” Goldberg (2004) proposes 
using racism(s) in the plural form to describe contextual differences in racism 
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and to reflect the dynamism of racism. Bonilla-Silva (1997) takes the middle 
ground, arguing for an emphasis on racism rather than ‘race’ while maintain-
ing that ‘race’ still continues to be an essential reality. Bonilla-Silva (1997) 
discusses racism as an ideology that operates within the boundaries of subor-
dination and super-ordination “among racialised social actors (races)” (p. 2). 
Bonilla-Silva argues that when societies undergo racialisation, which he de-
fines as the social creation of racial categories, ‘race’ becomes an “independ-
ent category of group association” (p. 3). Consequently, the variable of ‘race’ 
must be taken seriously. 
   Although debates continue to exist regarding the meaning of ‘race’ and the 
concept of racialisation, an array of definitions and variations in what raciali-
sation entails are present. These varying conceptualisations of ‘race’ and ra-
cialisation regarding how the dynamism of racism should be viewed create 
significant difficulties in conceptualising and applying these concepts analyt-
ically and empirically. These varieties in conceptualising ‘race’, racialisation 
and racism could explain the confusion in defining racism and ‘race’ in 
healthcare literature.  
   In the section below (section 4.2.2.2), I give the reader my own conceptual 
understanding of these concepts and their applications in the context of the 
thesis.  

4.2.2.2 Conceptualising ‘race’ and racialisation in this thesis 
I have shown that debates on understanding the concept of ‘race’ and raciali-
sation and how structural racism should be understood exist. While the major-
ity of scholars of racism argue for the ontology of ‘race’ as a socially real 
category, others emphasise that ‘race’ is an empty signifier that should be dis-
regarded and substituted with racialisation. 
   Here, postcolonial theory, I argue, contributes to an even deeper understand-
ing of racism as a historical dynamic structure, even though postcolonial the-
ory tends not to use the concept of racism when discussing colonialism and 
imperialism. Nonetheless, going back to the origin of postcolonialism, which 
stemmed from the work of DuBois (e.g., DuBois, 1996), Fanon (e.g., Fanon, 
1967), and Edward Said’s Orientalism (Said, 1991), there are themes that can 
be used to gain a deeper understanding of the historical and dynamic nature of 
structural racism. I maintain that postcolonial theory aids in developing this 
debate by moving the focus away from ‘race’ as the central factor of analysis 
by situating racism and racialisation within colonial domination, rather than 
situating racialisation as merely a reflection of capitalism. 
   First, a point of clarification regarding the post in postcolonialism. The post 
in postcolonialism has also been the subject of great debate, which I will not 
repeat here (see e.g., Hsieh, 1997; Williams & Chrisman, 2015). Nevertheless, 
I find it essential to the point of discussion—the dynamism of racism—to clar-
ify my standpoint on the meaning of the prefix post in postcolonialism. I share 
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Edward Said’s understanding that colonialism is not over (although colonial-
ism in the former sense is over; i.e., in the formal sense where colonies were 
divided and owned by previous colonial powers) (Said, 1993), as is evident in 
unequal global power relations between the Global North and the Global 
South. I thus take the prefix post in postcolonialism to simply mean the end of 
formal colonialism and the emergence of a new form of colonialism, also re-
ferred to as neo-colonialism (Hsieh, 1997).  
   Drawing from a postcolonial lens moves the narrow emphasis on ‘race’ to 
an understanding of racism as deeply rooted in European colonialism and im-
perialism (Bhambra, 2007). The various waves and doctrines of postcolonial 
theory notwithstanding, some commonalities of postcolonial theory can be 
identified (Go, 2018). These include the premise that empire and processes of 
colonialism and racism have been central in the making of modernity and 
modern societies (Bhambra, 2007). Most of today’s racism in the Global 
North (Europe included) could be understood as a product of external racism 
that developed through massive genocide against Indigenous populations in 
America, European colonialism, chattel slavery, the plundering of natural re-
sources from the Global South; and the ongoing unequal global order leading 
to conflicts and global migration patterns from the Global South to the Global 
North (Fanon, 2002; Said, 1993; Shohat, 1992). Another premise of postcolo-
nial theory is that although formal colonialism is over, neo-colonial policies 
and the plundering of natural resources from the Global South continue (Go, 
2016). Finally, many modes of thinking in the Global North in society, includ-
ing academic knowledge, are influenced by racism and racialisation. In her 
book “Rethinking Modernity”, Bhambra  (2007)  argues that:  

Any critique of colonialism…must also ad-
dress the cognitive patterns that became em-
bedded in social actions and representation 
through the colonial process. (p. 16) 

This understanding of the “cognitive patterns”—meaning the racialisation 
processes resulting from the colonial encounter—has been the core of the 
work of postcolonial scholars such as Edward Said (1993), Cabral (Cabral, 
1979), and Fanon (1967). Edward Said (1991) discussed how Orientalism is:  

…a style of thought based upon an ontologi-
cal and epistemological distinction made be-
tween ‘the Orient’ and (most of the time) ‘the 
Occident.’ (p. 2–3) 

Said argued that colonial domination required an Othering process which em-
phasised the superiority and cultural hegemony of the Global North, as op-
posed to the inferiority of the Global South. According to Said (1991), the 
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Othering of Orientals means that Orientals became a “subject race” (p. 69) 
who are defined as “gullible…. inveterate liars” (p. 70) and constructed in 
opposition to the reasonable and rational ‘White’ ‘race’. For Said, the con-
struction of the Oriental as a ‘race’ was essential in justifying colonial rule, 
which was afterward underlined by the ongoing process of racialisation that 
involved constant “scrutiny, study, judgment, discipline, or governing” (p. 
72). For Said to be an ‘Oriental’ and for Fanon to be ‘Black’ is not about living 
in a specific geographical location; i.e., in, let us say, Africa or the so-called 
Middle East (also a colonial construction). Rather, it is a category under which 
one is placed through a process of Orientalism or negrification. As such, for 
both Fanon and Said the concepts of Orientalism and negrification, which I 
understand to entail various iterations of racialisation, are relational in so far 
as the idea of Europe itself is based on defining the Other as inferior (Said, 
1991). European homogenisations and representation of the Orient rest on the 
beliefs demonstrated by Said. Hence, by maintaining that the Orient cannot 
represent itself, this Othering of the Orient maintains the Global North as pro-
gressive and leads to a continuity of colonial domination by the Global North 
in postcolonial society, albeit in a different form to the time of the more offi-
cial colonial conquest (ibid).  
   For Fanon, Edward Said, Du Bois, and Cabral, racialisation is relational in 
the sense that if Blackness is the product of the coloniser, then so is Whiteness. 
Similarly, Said argues that Orientalism not only produced the idea of the 
‘East’ or the Global South but also the West or the Global North. The very 
purpose of racialisation is regarded as the process through which the Global 
North takes control of the Global South economically and culturally, including 
its ability to define itself. Said (1991) stresses, therefore, that racialisation de-
termines the representation of the Global South.  
   Subsequently, Homi Bhabha (2004) shows that European modernity is not 
located as a particular distinct event or idea that is located a priori but has to 
“be negotiated within the “enunciative” present” (Bhabha, 2004, p. 201). The 
very purpose of colonial domination was “to construe the colonised as a pop-
ulation of degenerate types on the basis of racial origin, in order to justify 
conquest” (Bhabha 2004, p. 70). Almost by definition, then, modern colonial-
ism entails racism. In his book “Encountering Development: The Making and 
Unmaking of the Third World”, Escobar (2011) argues that discourses of de-
velopment from the Global North develop the so-called Third World as dif-
ferent and inferior and subsequently as a subject of study and intervention. 
Postcolonial theory has shown that colonialism has been integral in the for-
mation of European modernity, rather than its outcome.  
   Following this logic, the current racialisation of Muslims and Africans and 
other racialised minorities can be situated within racialisation processes 
forged under colonialism which continue to this day, albeit in varying forms. 
For example, the current racialisation of Muslims in Western European con-
texts, including Sweden, should be regarded as a dynamic process through a 
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postcolonial analysis. Going back to Edward Said’s analyses of colonial pro-
cesses in both Orientalism (1991) and Culture and Imperialism (1993), he 
shows how colonialism relied on orientalist discourse of the Muslim (but also 
of the African and other racialised minorities) and images to justify colonial 
expansion, resource extraction, and expropriation.  
   Hence, instead of relying on an essentialist understanding of ‘race’, a post-
colonial lens of colonial domination aids in understanding how racialised cat-
egories such as ‘the Muslim’ or ‘the Arab’ in today’s European contexts have 
been historically constructed. While critical ‘race’ theorists claim that ‘race’ 
has been central to modernity, postcolonial theory offers, I claim, a broader 
understanding of modernity and structural racism by situating colonial domi-
nation (through racialisation) as central to modernity and hence central to un-
derstanding racism. I argue that this is an important distinction, since it is a 
distinction that solves, to some extent, the inflation of racism that Miles (1989) 
discusses, which I argue is dependent on the emphasis on ‘race’ as the central 
manifestation of modernity. It also solves the postracial claim that ‘race’ is the 
causal mediator, since placing colonialism at the centre of the analysis sug-
gests that ‘race’ was invented through colonialism and the imperial encounter 
and deployed as a tool of power through racism and racialisation.  
   Although Omi and Winant (2014) stress that ‘race’ has been central to mo-
dernity, what postcolonial theory adds is that it is not ‘race’ that has been his-
torically central to modernity but rather colonial domination. Racism is thus a 
primary mechanism of colonial domination. By centering racism as a mecha-
nism of colonial domination, we do not fall into the trap of regarding ‘race’ as 
a phenomenon that preexisted modernity or as one having any stable social 
underpinning. That racism enacted through racialisation was central to colo-
nial domination was understood by Fanon (2002). Fanon (2002) regarded the 
state of Blackness and, indeed, Whiteness, not as an identity per se but as the 
absence of identity. The absence of identity, and the subsequent dehumanisa-
tion was Fanon’s existential crisis, exemplified by the moment when he dis-
covered that he was indeed a ‘Black’ man in France; the moment when a child 
in the streets of France said: “Look, a Negro maman...Maman the Negro is 
going to eat me” (Fanon, 1967, p. 93). This identification of being ‘Black’ or 
rather being made ‘Black’ constituted a trauma or a wound, using Fanon’s 
words, which were caused as a result of racialisation and not as a result of him 
already being ‘Black’.  
   Drawing from a postcolonial understanding of racism, I understand ‘race’ to 
be a social construct with no biological or scientific base. In my analysis of 
the literature on racism in healthcare, discussed in Chapter 2, confusion as to 
what the construct means resulted in the use of ‘race’ as an essentialist fixed 
ahistorical category rather than a dynamic one. The use of ‘race’ as a category 
in healthcare risks reproducing racialisation even if this is not the intended 
outcome. I agree with Miles’ (1989) standpoint that the term ‘race’ may re-
produce racialisation even when there is a general sentiment or understanding 
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that ‘race’ is a social construct. I disagree with the notion that ‘race’ is onto-
logically socially real. I argue that people are categorised in various racialised 
categories or ‘races’ in a hierarchal manner to justify oppression and justifi-
cation of the so-called inferior ‘races’ by the so-called superior ‘race’. I disa-
gree with Charles Mills and other critical ‘race’ theorists that ‘race’ itself is 
material. However, the ‘race’ to which one is perceived to belong to has real 
material consequences that influence one’s allocation of power and resources. 
‘Black’ is not a ‘race’ but being ‘Black’ has real consequences insomuch as a 
‘Black’ person is almost always positioned lowest in the hierarchy in terms of 
power and resources both within the context of the Global North and globally. 
Hence, I define racialisation as a process situated within the sociohistorical 
playing out of colonial domination, wherein groups of people are stratified 
both somatically and culturally within groups of subordination and supraordi-
nation. These groups of subordination and supraordination are both racialised. 
Thus, in this thesis, I refer to both groups of people who are inferiorised and 
those who do the inferiorisation as racialised. I refer to the subordinated group 
as a racialised minority’ and the superordinated group as a racialised majority 
to refer to differential power relations. Racialisation needs to be understood 
as an organising principle of social relations in and of itself (Bonilla-Silva, 
1997), although it interacts with other social systems such as capitalism and 
patriarchy. Racism provides the rationalisation for social, political, and eco-
nomic interactions between racialised minorities and racialised majorities. 
   In the next section (section 4.2.3), I discuss the third foundation of structural 
racism: that societies, institutions, and interactions are racialised.  

4.2.3 Racialised societies, institutions and interactions  
As I explained above, one of the critical premises of structural racism is that 
racism is an integral part of modern societies and is enacted through racialisa-
tion. Bonilla-Silva (1997) argues that racism is structural, which means social 
systems and institutions existing within societies in the Global North are ra-
cialised, and thus structured partially by the placement of groups of people 
into racial categories (Bonilla-Silva, 1997). The placement of people into ra-
cial categories through racialisation, as I have argued, involves a hierarchal 
structuring within colonial domination that produces definite social relations 
between various racial categories. Racialisation results in adverse material 
consequences that negatively affect people’s economic positions, access to la-
bour and housing markets, healthcare, and other institutions. 
   The fact that societies, institutions and interactions are racialised does not 
mean that racism is the only structure of domination. Rather, this means that 
racism is one of the structures of domination that independently distributes 
resources (economic, political, cultural, etc.) along racialised lines. Social net-
works in societies and institutions and interactions are often mobilised in such 
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a way as to ensure and defend racial exclusion (Winant & Omi, 2014). Be-
cause society, institutions and interactions are racialised, people within these 
societies do not have equal access to resources (Bonilla-Silva & Baiocchi, 
2001).  
   Although racialised societies are, by definition, hierarchal (Omi and Winant, 
2014), the various ways through which racialisation occurs differ, since rac-
ism is dynamic. Bonilla-Silva (2015a) explains:  

The analytical crux for understanding racism 
is uncovering the mechanisms and practices 
(behaviors, styles, cultural affectations, tra-
ditions, and organizational procedures) at the 
social, economic, ideological, and political 
levels responsible for the reproduction of ra-
cial domination. I labeled my approach as 
materialist because the views and behaviors 
of actors are fundamentally connected to 
their position in a racial regime. (p. 75)  

Departing from a structural understanding of racism and institutions and in-
teractions as racialised, I focus on the next part specifically on the racialisation 
of talk as a constituent of structural racism. As illustrated by Bonilla-Silva 
(2015) above, I argue that views and talk have material consequences that af-
fect how people are hierarchically structured in society.  

4.2.3.1 Racialised talk 
One of the main tasks critical ’race’ scholars undertake is the various ways 
racialisation (although they call it “race formation”) is enacted. According to 
critical ‘race’ theorists, analysing talk can be useful in examining the contra-
diction in contemporary societies in the Global North between claims of pos-
tracialism and the persistence of racialisation (Sue, 2013). According to Chun 
and Lo (2015), racialisation through talk can be referred to as:  

the sociocultural processes through which 
race—as an ideological dimension of human 
differentiation—comes to be imagined, pro-
duced and reified through language prac-
tices. (p. 220) 

For Said (1993), Cabral (1979), Fanon (1967) and other postcolonial scholars, 
talk (or discourse) is essential to colonial domination and hence racialisation. 
Noteworthy is that this type of talk in the literature on racism is often referred 
to as ‘race’ talk and is defined as any talk or text about ‘race’, racism or ra-
cialised groups. Since I have set out my position on the concept of ‘race’, I 
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will opt to use the term racialised talk instead of ‘race’ talk to emphasise the 
process of racialisation which occurs through talk. Racialised talk needs to be 
situated within a structural understanding of racism, which means that racial-
ised talk cannot exist in a vacuum and has to belong, even when it is uttered 
unconsciously, to the structure and the institutions that guarantee its existence 
in the first place. As postcolonial and critical ‘race’ scholars maintain, racial-
ised talk includes elements that operate for the purposes of domination, aimed 
at subordination and supraordination. According to Said (1993), racialised talk 
(discourse) has become “the hallmark of imperialist cultures and, more dis-
turbingly, has even penetrated the colonized’s consciousness too” (p. xxviii, 
36).       
   Within critical ‘race’ theory, racialised talk has been studied by many schol-
ars, particularly Bonilla-Silva (2002) and van Dijk (1992), who uncovered 
various ways of speaking about racialised minorities and racism that normal-
ises and denies racism. While van Dijk (1992) focused on studying denial of 
racism in European contexts, particularly the Netherlands, among elites and 
the media (van Dijk, 1995), Bonilla-Silva (2002) analysed racialised talk 
among college students and working-class people in the USA, and maintained 
that the denial of racism is the current pervasive racial ideology. Other schol-
ars, such as Augoustinos & Every (2016), Goodman (2014), and Wetherell & 
Potter (1992) used discursive psychology to analyse racialised talk. These 
scholars argue that discursive psychology allows them to move the focus away 
from attempting to uncover what is going on in people’s minds to, as Good-
man (2014) puts it:  

focus on what people are doing with their 
talk; an idea that is captured in the argument 
that there should be a focus on ‘action, not 
cognition. (p. 174)    

Work by critical ‘race’ scholars such as van Dijk (1992, 1995) and Bonilla-
Silva (2002), and discursive psychologists have uncovered an important find-
ing which is that the significance of ‘race’, especially in European contexts, is 
erased or displaced in talk and most often goes unnamed. In today’s societies, 
where overt expressions of racism are not common, critical ‘race’ theorists 
such as Omi and Winant (2014) and Bonilla-Silva (2015) maintain that the 
current contemporary period in the Global North is dominated by what they 
refer to as a “colorblind racial ideology” (Carr, 1997). Colourblind racial ide-
ology—also referred to as “racism without racists”—refers to a type of racial-
ised talk where people continue to hold conventional racialised views but gen-
erally tend to minimise overt racist talk to avoid accusations of racism (Bobo 
et al., 1997; Bonilla-Silva, 2009). As an example, Bobo et al. (1997) argue 
that rather than clear segregation, as in the time of the Jim Crow laws:  
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modern racial inequality relies on the market 
and informal racial bias to recreate, and in 
some instances sharply worsen, structured 
racial inequality. (p. 3)  

Hence, according to Bobo et al. (1997), contemporary racialised talk is subtle 
and overt talk is rare, as racism is more subconscious and systemic. Bobo et 
al. (1997) illustrate that due to the civil rights movement in the USA, and the 
declining importance of cotton production, Jim Crow racism declined as its 
economic basis weakened. The decline of Jim Crow racism and overt racism 
meant that society started to see itself as postracial and denied the existence 
of racism, despite issues of racial inequality persisting throughout the 
lifecourse and in various institutions.  
   For Bonilla-Silva (2002), people generally avoid racialised talk in the USA 
in the post–civil-rights era. Bonilla-Silva analyses survey data and qualitative 
interviews with 627 college students attending three predominantly ‘White’ 
universities and 400 participants in the 1998 Detroit Area Study to introduce 
his concept of “racism without racists.” By maintaining that they are colour-
blind, meaning that they do not see ‘race’ and that ‘race’ no longer matters, 
Bonilla-Silva’s (2009) participants sideline racism. Furthermore, Bonilla-
Silva maintains that when explicit expressions of racism do occur, there is a 
tendency to emphasise their motivation as a result of hate, fear, and anger, and 
to minimise the role of the structural and historical embeddedness of racism. 
Finally, Bonilla-Silva (2002) contrasts the claims of colourblindness (meaning 
claims that one does not see colour and ‘race’) by giving examples of how 
‘race’ continues to be a consistent determinant of various outcomes in the con-
text of the USA. He describes different ideological frames of colourblindness, 
which include individualising and minimising racism as non-central issues in 
contemporary societies.  

In fact, even neo-Nazi and neo-fascist political parties and groups con-
stantly claim that they are not racist while engaging in racialised discourse 
against racialised minorities. The deniability of racism created by covertness 
is of particular concern for studying racialisation and racism in this moment, 
since racism can be easily masked behind an idea veneer of postracialism.  

4.3 Concluding remarks 
This chapter was about the theoretical framework through which I view and 
approach the empirical material that constitutes this study. Drawing from crit-
ical ‘race’ and postcolonial theories, I maintain that racism needs to be under-
stood as a structural social collective, and dynamic historical phenomenon. 
Debates on ‘race’ and its ontological position exist among scholars, and schol-
ars are divided on whether ‘race’ should be regarded as ontologically socially 
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real. Although I draw from critical ‘race’ theorists’ understandings of racism 
as structural, I do not agree with their premise that ‘race’ is an ontological 
social category. I draw on postcolonial understandings of racism and raciali-
sation processes as situated within colonial domination and argue that racism 
is a mechanism for colonial domination and should therefore be the focus of 
study and analysis. I argue that institutions and interactions are racialised, as 
resources are hierarchal and organised along racial lines but do not see racism 
as the only system of domination. Since the prevailing context following 
World War II in the Global North is that of postracialism, I argue that racial-
ised talk reflects how racialisation works in various societies and institutions.   
   After discussing the theoretical framework of this thesis, the next chapter 
discusses the methods employed by the studies included in this thesis.  
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5. Methodology 

5.1 Introduction 
In this chapter, I describe the methodology informing this thesis and the meth-
ods employed in the research. Methodologically, this thesis draws on an anal-
ysis of 213 English language empirical studies on racism in healthcare (Article 
I) and 34 interviews with 58 healthcare staff of varying ethnic and occupa-
tional categories (Article II and III). Locating the study within the traditions 
of critical ‘race’ and postcolonial theories, the research has been informed by 
a structural understanding of racism, which regards racialisation as a process 
situated within past and present relations of colonial domination. Furthermore, 
this thesis draws on a theoretical understanding of institutions and interactions 
as racialised. Thus, as discussed in Chapter 4, I regard healthcare as a racial-
ised institution and interactions within healthcare as racialised.   
   This chapter starts with discussing the thesis’ data in section 5.2. I begin by 
discussing the material and analysis of the scoping review (section 5.2.1), fol-
lowed by a reflection on the choice of qualitative interviews as the basis for 
analysing racialised talk (section 5.2.2). The following part (section 5.2.3) 
looks at the interview context and the recruitment process for the qualitative 
interviews. The recruitment process description is followed by a description 
of the analysis of the interview data (section 5.3). Finally, this chapter ends 
with discussion on ethics considerations (section 5.4) and concluding remarks 
(section 5.5). 
   However, before continuing on to the next section (section 5.2), I would like 
to explain to the reader that the interviews of this thesis were conducted as 
part of a larger project addressing individual and institutional racism in Swe-
dish healthcare (Bradby et al., 2019). The project interviewed healthcare users 
and staff to explore racism in healthcare and implement antiracist interven-
tions in healthcare and educational settings. The larger project differs from the 
current thesis because it is much broader and explorative, focusing on high-
lighting various dimensions of racism. The project’s broad perspective is re-
flected in its use of various theoretical lenses, such as hospitality and racism 
(Bradby et al., 2022), emotional labour (Ahlberg et al., 2022), and structural 
violence (Hamed et al., 2020). Furthermore, the project has focused on de-
signing antiracism strategies and implementing these strategies in various ed-
ucational settings as well as healthcare settings (Bradby et al., 2021). While 
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the project is broad and explorative, the thesis focuses specifically on exam-
ining healthcare staff’s racialised talk. It draws on critical ‘race’ and postcolo-
nial theories by analysing interviews with healthcare staff as a premise to ex-
amining structural racism. The scoping review’s results guided the thesis aims. 
Choice of theory and concepts, and terms such as racialised minorities and 
majority groups differ substantially from the larger project. Furthermore, alt-
hough all project members developed a common initial coding scheme for the 
data, as I will explain later in this chapter, I was responsible for coding the 
data using the initial coding scheme. I also developed new codes for the anal-
ysis that the two articles included in this thesis relied on, as will be delineated 
later in this chapter (section 5.3.1). Now that the relations between the larger 
project and the thesis are clarified, I will discuss the data used in the scoping 
review and then reflect on the choice of the qualitative interviews to analyse 
racialised talk.  

5.2 Data  

5.2.1 Scoping review (Article I) 
A detailed description of the data sampled for the scoping review is found in 
Article I. The scoping review summarised data that involved the process of 
delivering, accessing, and receiving healthcare across various national con-
texts. The data for this article was attained by searching scientific databases 
(PubMed, PsycInfo, ASSIA, and Scopus). No starting date limitation was ap-
plied for this review, but the end date was December 1, 2020. Only empirical 
and peer-reviewed articles in English were included, using specific terms. 
These terms can be found in Article 1, page 3. In the first selection phase, titles 
and abstracts that included the search terms and were relevant to the research 
question were sampled. In the second phase, full texts were read, and articles 
relevant to the research question and empirical peer-reviewed articles were 
sampled. The search generated 213 articles from various national contexts and 
healthcare settings. Given that the aim of the scoping review was to give an 
overview of the content of the reviewed studies concerning the various dimen-
sions of racism in healthcare, data were coded based on the key findings con-
cerning the topic herein. The analysis yielded six categories relating to various 
aspects of racism in healthcare. These are summarised in chapter 6 (p. 67) of 
the thesis.  

5.2.2 The qualitative interview (Articles II and III) 
A total of 35 qualitative interviews, involving 58 healthcare staff, were con-
ducted using individual (n =29), paired (n =2), and focus group discussions (n 
=4). This thesis uses qualitative interviews to analyse what is referred to in the 
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literature as ‘race’ talk and which I refer to in this thesis as racialised talk (see 
Chapter 4: section 4.2.3.1 for more details on racialised talk). Racialised talk 
is defined as any talk, discourse, or discussion by people on issues related to 
racism, ‘race’ or racialised minorities (Goodman, 2014). The interview data 
focuses on the analysis of two aspects of racialised talk as per the accounts of 
the interviewed healthcare staff. Article II analyses all talk that devalues or 
homogonises racialised minorities on the basis of their racial belonging. Arti-
cle III analyses racialised talk that pertains to the ways in which healthcare 
staff obfuscate racism in healthcare. These two aspects of racialised talk that 
these articles focus on emerged from the data analysis. The theoretical con-
cepts of the current thesis: structural racism, racialisation and racialised talk 
are discussed in Chapter 4 and have shaped how I approached the data. How-
ever, this was not a straightforward process. Although I initially departed from 
a structural understanding of racism, at the beginning of the research process, 
I did not start with a clear understanding of which concepts to choose. The 
themes that emerged from the data analysis also influenced the theoretical 
concepts I chose.  
   It is important to note that I do not maintain that the qualitative interview 
captures interviewed healthcare staff’s authentic intentions or experiences, 
and no direct observations were made. This is because the qualitative inter-
view, as discussed by Myers and Newman (2007), is not a straightforward 
method of collecting data in the sense that the interview is an artificial or con-
structed situation in which a researcher attempts to create an answer from spe-
cific questions. As such, the interviewed healthcare staff were put in a position 
where they had to reflect on their own views regarding racism: a topic which 
most participants had not readily or explicitly discussed prior to the interview 
context. This understanding of the qualitative interview entails that interview 
participants’ talk is not viewed as descriptions of actual processes but is seen 
as dependent on the context within which the talk is embedded (Wetherell & 
Potter, 1988, p. 169). As such, as discussed by Wetherell and Potter (1988), 
rather than viewing healthcare staff’s talk as documenting events, I analyse 
talk at a macrosociological level. As such, I view talk as a “collective phe-
nomenon” (Talja, 1999, p. 461) that is situated and dependent on the broader 
structural system in which talk is embedded; i.e., the broader structure of rac-
ism (Wetherell & Potter, 1988). For Augoustinos and Every (2016), the way 
people talk and use words has practical consequences. Rather than viewing 
talk as descriptive, the qualitative interview allows for an analysis of talk as 
reflexive and contextual (Lentin, 2018).  
   The critical in critical ‘race’ theory takes the constructivist assumption that 
talk does not neutrally reflect the world but rather plays an active role in cre-
ating and changing it (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). As argued by Collins 
(1998): “a choice of language transcends mere selection of words—it is inher-
ently a political choice” (p. xxi).  
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   As such talk is part of the construction of the maintenance of racism or ra-
cialisation. According to Bonilla-Silva (1997, 2002, 2015), talk represents 
how racial domination is constructed and maintained. Rather than regarding 
racism as a linear progression where racism is regarded first as a state of mind 
and then moves on to become talk, racism is seen as an iterative process con-
cerning public and political talk. As such, I view analyses of talk as going 
beyond “the dichotomy between subjective meanings and objective reality” 
(Zavala & Back, 2020, p. 460). For van Dijk (2016), analysing racism and 
racialisation through talk is essential, since it allows for “fine-grained and 
well-founded insights into the often-subtle structures and processes of modern 
racism” (p.95), which are often difficult to observe and identify through other 
methods. In sum, racialisation can be multiply expressed, described, planned, 
and opposed through talk.     
   Bearing in mind the theoretical and methodological considerations—includ-
ing the political nature of racism and the context of postracialism—it becomes 
essential to produce a situation that would encourage healthcare staff to inter-
rogate their views on racism as extensively and as ethically as possible, to 
produce talk on racism and racialisation. In other words, due to difficulties 
speaking about racism, I had to create a situation where healthcare staff would 
be asked to reflect and make sense of the issue of racism to interrogate 
healthcare staff’s views concerning racism in healthcare. Therefore, the inter-
views aimed to enable the emergence of the everyday common sense of the 
participants related to racism in healthcare. In doing so, I was able to analyse 
healthcare staff’s racialised talk to uncover accounts of racialisation in 
healthcare.  

5.2.3 The interview context and recruitment  
For this study, 58 healthcare staff were interviewed. Interviewing healthcare 
staff on racism involved interrogating their views on the subject. However, 
the politically loaded nature of racism in the Swedish context implied that the 
interview questions had to be designed in a way that would not be too provoc-
ative but would simultaneously instigate a discussion around racism. Prior to 
the interview, most healthcare staff had never discussed racism in healthcare 
at the organisational level or with their colleagues. Thus, to establish trust, as 
recommended when researching complex topics (Seidman, 2005), easy con-
text-setting questions were asked first before moving on to more complex 
questions about racism (see Appendix 1). To initiate a discussion on racism, 
questions revolving around the so-called ‘migration crisis’ and how it may 
have affected the dynamics of healthcare staff in their workplace were posed. 
This is because migration in Sweden is often racialised, and anti-migrant sen-
timents have been important in political discourse. By asking a question on 
the ‘migration crisis’, we hoped to invoke discussions on racism in healthcare. 
However, this approach proved problematic at times, as healthcare staff spent 
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time speaking about language barriers and other miscellaneous topics. As the 
interview process is flexible, questions on the so-called ‘migration-crisis’ 
were not posed when the question proved problematic. These questions were 
only used to deal with the sensitivity of the topic and to encourage healthcare 
staff to speak and thus did not constitute a rigid approach.  
   Qualitative research is an ever-developing emergent methodological design 
that necessitates flexibility, re-evaluation, and revision as the research process 
is initiated and proceeds (Green & Thorogood, 2013). As this thesis was part 
of a larger project, the progress of the interview process was frequently dis-
cussed with other project members in monthly meetings. These discussions 
revolved around the interview questions, what worked and what did not work, 
and how they could be developed. One important aspect of the interview pro-
cess that developed was the use of vignettes that came from already-conducted 
interviews (see Appendix 2). These vignettes were used to guide focus group 
discussions, but some were also used in individual interviews. Vignettes as a 
method of interviewing have been documented as useful in qualitative and 
quantitative research (Torres, 2009). Vignettes in health research have been 
used in combination with interviews to explore complex and sensitive public 
health issues such as HIV testing (Medley et al., 2012) and mental health is-
sues (Medina et al., 2011) but also in research exploring racism (Haider et al., 
2014). Vignettes are commonly based on hypothetical characters in specific 
situations to elicit responses from interview participants. Vignettes can be use-
ful in exploring sensitive topics, which interviewees might find otherwise dif-
ficult to discuss. Interviewees can comment on vignettes, as they can be easier 
to discuss rather than talking about directly personal experiences (Spalding & 
Phillips, 2007). As such, vignettes act as a way for interviewees to distance 
themselves from the actual topic. This was one reason for adopting this 
method to encourage interviewees to speak, as we noticed that anxiety during 
the individual interviews might have made it difficult for participants to speak, 
at least initially. Vignettes were therefore used as both an icebreaker and as a 
tool to aid in guiding the discussion.  
   In the case of this study, vignettes were constructed around real experiences 
and incidences of racism that the interviewed healthcare staff discussed in the 
completed interviews. The vignettes included cases of explicit experiences of 
racism and other more ambiguous cases to capture differential views and in-
terpretations of racism (Bradby et al., 2021). These vignettes were helpful in 
encouraging discussions around racism and generated rich dialogue when they 
were used. Vignettes were not used alone; instead, they were combined with 
other questions (see Appendix 2). Furthermore, not all vignettes were used in 
the interviews but were selected according to the interview and the discussion. 
   As this thesis concerns investigations of healthcare staff’s racialised talk in 
healthcare, it was important to capture differential, contradictory, and ambig-
uous views on racism in healthcare. Thus, recruitment was not based on 
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healthcare staff’s ethnicity and occupational category. Instead, a sample rep-
resenting the maximum diversity possible was chosen as the basis for recruit-
ing healthcare staff. By employing maximum diversity or variation sampling, 
it became possible to identify essential views and ideas on racism and illumi-
nate various aspects of the topic that would not have been possible if I had 
only recruited one ethnic or occupational category (Suri, 2011). 
   The thesis includes 35 qualitative interviews, including semi-structured in-
terviews and focus group discussions (see Appendix 5 for more details) with 
58 healthcare staff. Interviews were conducted between June 2017 and Janu-
ary 2020 and included healthcare staff of different occupational and ethnic 
backgrounds. Recruitment of healthcare was easier in big cities, so although 
the intention had been to recruit from sparsely populated areas as well, to 
cover differences in ways people spoke about racism, this was not possible to 
the extent that had originally been intended. The employment location of 
healthcare staff is not revealed here, to avoid the risk of them being identified, 
especially those recruited from sparsely populated areas. In addition, many 
racialised minority healthcare staff were too scared to participate and were 
promised their location would not be revealed, even if they worked in big cit-
ies. To summarise, 35 interviews with healthcare staff were conducted with a 
wide variety of healthcare staff, including physicians, dental professionals, 
midwives, nurses, nurse aid, psychiatrists, a pharmacist, and other staff in-
volved in healthcare, as per the definition of healthcare staff provided in sec-
tion 1.3.  
   Given that racism is a politically loaded issue in Sweden, recruiting 
healthcare staff was not easy. Racialised minority healthcare staff were anx-
ious concerning anonymity issues as they feared being labeled ‘troublemak-
ers’ in their workplace. Even when it was made clear that anonymity would 
be ensured, some staff still decided not to participate. In addition to the fear 
of being labeled troublemakers by racialised minority healthcare staff, some 
majority healthcare staff were also hesitant to participate in the study out of 
fear of being labeled ‘racist’. Due to these issues, several methods were used 
to gain access to and recruit healthcare staff. Harvey (2010) argues that to gain 
access, “researchers should attempt to pursue as many different avenues as 
possible in a polite, yet persistent and opportunistic manner” (p. 4). “Pursuing 
many venues” was the approach that guided the recruitment of healthcare for 
this study. Applying “different avenues” entailed recruiting via the help of 
previous contacts that the larger project members had acquired from previous 
projects. Using key informants to access the field was essential in attaining 
access and in recruiting healthcare staff. In addition, I also used my previous 
contacts in healthcare since I was a healthcare provider myself. For instance, 
a nurse colleague of mine provided me with a key informant who helped re-
cruit other nurses. Dental healthcare staff were also recruited through my con-
tacts. I cannot offer more specific information concerning key informants, as 
there is a risk that the interviewed healthcare staff’s identities may be revealed. 
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In interviewing healthcare staff, being an ‘insider’ can provide an advantage 
(Acker, 2001), because there is a sense of shared belonging. This advantage 
not only helped in recruitment but also in gaining trust and rapport during the 
interview. Furthermore, the visibility of the project also assisted in making us 
access the field. As we conducted several presentations on the project around 
Sweden and published the project’s proposal (Bradby et al., 2019), two care 
institutions and two healthcare staff showed interest in the project. Two focus 
group discussions were convened in the care institutions that showed interest 
in the project, and interested healthcare staff were interviewed in a paired in-
terview.  
   For this study, different types of interviews were conducted, namely semi-
structured individual interviews, paired interviews, and focus group discus-
sions. As I have explained, gaining access to the field and recruiting partici-
pants was not easy, as it required employing a range of interview approaches 
to collect data. Semi-structured individual interviews were most commonly 
employed in this study, as is the case for health research in general (Green & 
Thorogood, 2013). Through semi-structured interviews, the researcher can 
form a trusting connection with participants, helping them to share their expe-
riences (ibid), while maintaining control of the topics covered to allow mate-
rial to be comparable. This method typically involves a researcher and partic-
ipant dialogue, guided by a flexible interview protocol (see Appendix 1). The 
flexibility allows the researchers to collect open-ended data, explore partici-
pants’ thoughts and reasoning about a specific topic, and examine deeply per-
sonal and sometimes sensitive issues; especially when participants are in hard-
to-reach groups with limited time, as in this case study.  
   As previously stated, focus group discussions were also employed. Focus 
group discussions were conducted when a group of healthcare staff had lim-
ited time, and individual interviews were impossible. In such cases, group in-
terviews were conducted between hospital shifts. These group discussions 
were also conducted if a group of professionals requested them when contact-
ing the project team. The advantage of group discussions over individual in-
terviews is that they allow for a more interactive dialogue between participants 
and researchers (Morgan, 1997). Although individual interviews are best 
suited for sensitive issues, group discussions could encourage people to speak 
on sensitive issues when others in the group do so (Green & Thorogood, 
2013). This interactionist characteristic of group discussions generated rich 
data for the thesis, was very lively, and allowed many views on racism to be 
shared. However, it was not always possible to organise group discussions 
since healthcare staff, for the most part, wanted to be interviewed individually.  
   There were only two paired interviews in the study, which were conducted 
at the participants’ request.  
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5.3 Analysis 
All interviews, except five, were recorded and transcribed. Notes were taken 
when interviews were not recorded. Recording was not undertaken in five 
cases at the request of the interviewees, who were anxious about discussing 
racism on tape. All of these interviewees (five in total) were of racialised mi-
nority healthcare staff. Most of the 35 interviews were in Swedish, but some 
were in English and Arabic. The interviews lasted between 23 minutes and 
110 minutes.  
   As this thesis was part of a larger project, to simplify sharing the data with 
project members and the process of analysing and writing, it was decided to 
employ an initial deductive method of coding; i.e., we came up with a set of 
codes to be applied to the qualitative data. Data analysis software Atlas Ti8 
was used to store and code all the data.  
   Although the analysis process is presented as a linear, step-by-step proce-
dure, the analysis was not linear, but was iterative and reflexive. As an exam-
ple of this iterative and reflexive process, when conducting the analysis and 
drafting Article III, it became clear that the analysis was incomplete. I had to 
go back to the data, conduct another round of coding, and change the coding 
process once again until I was satisfied with the analysis. This iterative process 
notwithstanding, the analysis process will be presented as a step-by-step pro-
cedure for the sake of simplicity.  

5.3.1 Developing a coding scheme  
To develop a coding scheme (see Appendix 3), all transcriptions and notes 
were read and reread while listening to recordings of the interviews. Based on 
these readings, as well as the general aim of the larger project (not the thesis), 
an initial coding scheme was developed. The idea behind this coding scheme 
was to develop broad codes that could capture the dataset as a whole and make 
it easier for all project members to share and analyse the data. It is important 
to test the applicability of the code (Boyatzis, 1998) by testing it on the inter-
views, to develop a useful and rigorous framework and coding scheme for 
analysis. All project members coded one interview with the developed codes. 
As this thesis is part of a larger project on racism in healthcare, the process of 
coding was discussed in a project meeting, and coding results were compared. 
The discussion resulted in the modification of some codes, which did not fully 
capture the complexities present in the interview. The project leader and I 
tested the new modified coding scheme in two more interviews. Another dis-
cussion on the scheme followed this. Finally, I incorporated the changes sug-
gested in this discussion to develop a final scheme tested during a third inter-
view. I then coded all interviews using the final agreed-upon coding scheme 
in Atlas Ti8; software designed for coding and storing data.  
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5.3.2 Summarising and visualising the data 
When conducting the first round of coding, all interviews were summarised 
by outlining the key points made by participants while focusing on the general 
aim of the thesis. The process of paraphrasing or summarising each piece of 
data enters information “into your unconscious, as well as consciously pro-
cessing the information” (Boyatzis, 1998, p. 45). Summarising the interviews 
after the first round of coding was not a mechanical description of the inter-
view, since it was part of the analysis process and involved thinking through 
the meaning of the data. This first stage of analysis revealed that the way 
healthcare staff talked about racism in healthcare was full of ambiguities and 
contradictions. To make it easier to analyse these ambiguities and contradic-
tions, I used a data display and visualization method guided by Miles et al. 
(2019). As argued by Miles et al. (2019) qualitative research involves lengthy 
and unreduced text that is available in the form of interview transcripts, field 
notes, and summaries that may be cumbersome. He also claims that a major 
part of analysing qualitative data is “data display” which he defines as an “or-
ganized, condensed assembly of information that allows analytic reflection 
and action” (p. 16). By displaying data more systematically, it becomes easier 
to make sense of the data, draw conclusions, and make visible contradictions 
and ambiguities, in my case, in talk. Miles et al. (2019) suggest various ways 
to achieve this. I chose to use a table as a display format (see Appendix 4). I 
used a large table to display and visualise the data, where categories were gen-
erated based on the coding and analysis process. This made it easier to visual-
ise healthcare staff’s racialised talk. As the process of analysis is iterative, 
while I used the table, I also continued to go back to the interviews to ensure 
that I identified how talk about racism is connected to making meaning re-
garding racism in health care. An excerpt of this table is included as Appendix 
4. I only included some of the interviews in this excerpt, since the objective 
of the excerpt is to offer the reader an understanding of how part of the anal-
ysis process came about. Finally, I pseudonymised all the participants’ names 
using names similar to their own, reflecting their gender and country of birth. 
However, these pseudonyms were not used in Article III, per the journal’s 
requirements.  

5.4 Ethics  

5.4.1 Ethical approval 
As this study was part of a larger project on the same subject, ethical approval 
was received for the whole project (Dnr 2018/201) by Uppsala Ethical Review 
Board. As required by the Regional Ethical Review Board, verbal and written 
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informed consent had been acquired before each interview and other discus-
sion types. Interviewees were informed that participation is voluntary, and that 
all data will be handled according to the principles of confidentiality. Data 
were stored in safe password-protected files in accordance with Uppsala Uni-
versity’s regulations and the new EU General Data Protection Regulation 
(GDPR). A written information sheet was given to the interviewees with avail-
able contact information. According to the EU Data Protection Ordinance, in-
terviewees are entitled to receive all the information about them that is being 
handled and, if necessary, correct any errors. Interviewees may also request 
that information about them be deleted, or that processing of their data is lim-
ited. Interviewees were given my contact information if they needed to ask 
anything after the interview or if they wished to withdraw from the project. 
All identifying information on interviewees is withheld, as it could jeopardise 
their anonymity. 

5.4.2 Ethical considerations 
The work of writing a thesis inevitably raises questions about the nature of the 
research object; in this case, racism and how or if it is possible to acquire 
knowledge on it. As stated by Solomos and Back (1994), racism is a highly 
political issue given its connection to the Holocaust and chattel slavery and its 
politicisation leads to complex ethical implications. These ethical implications 
warrant reflection. Furthermore, these ethical implications can be particularly 
salient in healthcare research since healthcare deals with vulnerable issues re-
lated to illness and disease. Therefore, care was taken to ensure that interview-
ees felt comfortable during the interview and to address any anxiety or worry. 
In many of the interviews, racialised minority healthcare staff continued to 
speak to me after the interview and the recording ended. These healthcare staff 
expressed their desire to share their experiences of racism as they felt that our 
shared racialised and minoritised identities made it easier for them to discuss 
feelings they often felt the need to repress. Most majority healthcare staff did 
not engage with me after the interview ended. Although some expressed relief 
that the interview was pleasant and not as they had expected. For example, in 
one focus group discussion with a group of nurses who were recruited through 
an informant and hence were not approached directly; the immediate reaction 
when the nurses saw me was to state: “so you are the one who wants to talk to 
us about racism, do you think we are racists?” Indeed, some interviews were 
challenging to conduct, as the interviewees were keener to refute accusations 
of being racists rather than discuss their views on racism, even when I contin-
uously reassured them that the interview was not about accusations of racism. 
It is onerous to know precisely whether that reaction would have been the 
same had the researcher been of the racialised majority group or if it was be-
cause of my racialised minority position.  
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Here it is essential to note that I am not interested in judging individual 
healthcare staff’s opinions or in labeling healthcare staff as racists or antirac-
ists. Deploying a structural understanding of racism, I am interested in ac-
counts of racialisation, which I analyse through racialised talk. I do not view 
racialisation as existing in a vacuum, but as part of structural racism and co-
lonial domination; i.e., there is a reason for racialisation. Hence, any so-called 
racialised group can develop and create a hierarchal order that benefits their 
group if opportunities and social conditions are present. Domination is not a 
question of ‘race’ but a question of historical circumstances that benefited 
‘Whites’ as a group and continue to benefit ‘Whites’ as a group. Arguments 
as to whether a particular person is or is not racist or that ‘Blacks’ or racialised 
minorities can also be racists, individualises racism and reduces it to a set of 
prejudices.  
   Another critical ethical implication is the emotional labour that racialised 
minority healthcare staff may endure as part of sharing their stories, specifi-
cally stories related to their experience of racism. Analysing racialised talk 
and discussing racialisation, requires extra diligence in not reproducing and 
amplifying stereotypes and avoiding revictimising those subject to racism and 
prejudice. On the one hand, while racialised minorities reported experiencing 
emotional labour as part of experiencing racism by colleagues and healthcare 
users (Ahlberg et al., 2019), almost all racialised minority healthcare staff re-
ported a sense of relief after speaking on these experiences during the inter-
view. This is consistent with review studies that examine distress relating to 
research participation in various research areas and show that distress is usu-
ally low (e.g., Gibbs et al., 2018).  

5.5 Concluding remarks 
In this chapter, I described the methods that I have used in this thesis. The 
premise of this thesis is that racism is structural and embedded in society. Fur-
ther, institutions, interactions and hence talk are viewed as racialised as argued 
by Bonilla-Silva (1997). The stance that racism is structural is both a theoret-
ical and a political stance. Going against the context of postracialism is not 
only an academic endeavour but also a political position that is the heart of 
critical ‘race’ theory’s counternarrative to the dominant narrative of racism 
(Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). A critical ‘race’ and postcolonial understanding 
of knowledge as situated in structures of power and their accompanying con-
tradictions implies that a researcher is part of knowledge production, rather 
than a mere observer or instrument of research. The research questions we 
pose, the theories we use, and consequently, the methodological considera-
tions that we employ reflect our theoretical positions and, as argued by 
Bonilla-Silva (2002), also reflect “societal contradictions and power dynam-
ics” (p. 14).  
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Thus, through the methods that the thesis employs, I attempt to uncover ac-
counts of racialisation in healthcare through the analysis of racialised talk by 
healthcare staff in Sweden. In the next chapter I illustrate the summary of the 
three articles. Finally, the last chapter (Chapter 7) discusses the results of the-
sis and its contribution.  
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6. Summary of articles  

6.1 Article I 

Racism in healthcare: a scoping review 
Article I is a scoping review based on 213 peer-reviewed empirical articles 
published across national contexts in English. The scoping review included 
articles from April 2000 to December 1 2020. This review examines studies 
looking at how racism is discussed and produced in the process of delivering, 
accessing, and receiving healthcare across various national contexts. The re-
view yielded the following categories:  

Healthcare users’ experiences of racism in 
healthcare  

Healthcare staff’s experiences of racism in 
healthcare 

Healthcare staff’s racial attitudes and beliefs 

Effects of racism in healthcare on various 
treatment choices 

Healthcare staff’s reflections on racism in 
healthcare   

Antiracist training in healthcare 

The review showed that racism is widespread in healthcare across various na-
tional contexts, affecting both healthcare users and staff. Different groups of 
racialised minorities experienced receiving inadequate healthcare and being 
dismissed in healthcare interactions, and reported being treated rudely and dis-
missed from decision-making processes. Quantitative studies report that the 
experience of racism by healthcare users is associated with a lack of trust and 
a delay in seeking healthcare. This is also demonstrated by qualitative studies 
that show that racialised minority healthcare users avoid seeking healthcare 
due to experiences of racism in healthcare, as shown by studies from Spain 
(Pérez-Urdiales et al., 2019) and Brazil (Chauhan et al., 2020). These studies 
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show that healthcare users of Sub-Saharan African origin report fear of 
healthcare due to experiences of racism (Chauhan et al., 2020; Pérez-Urdiales 
et al., 2019). Studies from the USA (e.g., Altman et al., 2019; Janevic et al., 
2020) show that experiences of racism result in racialised minority healthcare 
users preferring healthcare staff of the same ethnicity as themselves. Qualita-
tive studies show that experiences of racism by various racialised minority 
healthcare users are associated with a feeling of sadness and frustration, as 
well as feelings of despair, as reported by Aboriginal Australians (e.g., Aspin 
et al., 2012) and African Americans (e.g., Benkert & Peters, 2005; Progovac 
et al., 2020). 
   Fewer studies examine racialised minority healthcare staff’s experiences of 
racism. These studies show that racialised minority healthcare staff experience 
racism in their workplace from healthcare users and colleagues. Furthermore, 
racialised minority healthcare staff report a lack of organisational support in 
managing their experiences of racism (e.g., Moceri, 2014; Stevens et al., 
2012). 
   Research on healthcare staff’s implicit racial bias shows that ethnic majority 
healthcare staff exhibit implicit racial bias in favour of the majority group 
(e.g., Breathett et al., 2019; Greenwood, 2019; Perry et al., 2021; Tangel et 
al., 2020). Studies show that implicit racial bias affects an array of treatment 
choices regarding racialised minority healthcare users. For instance, a study 
from the USA shows that African American women are less likely than 
‘White’ women to receive analgesia for vaginal delivery (Tangel et al., 2020). 
Another study from the USA shows that ‘Black’ and ‘Latinx’ healthcare users 
have lower rates of admission to the cardiology service compared to ‘White’ 
patients (Eberly et al., 2019). These differential treatments have been shown 
in other medical decisions, such as prescriptions for stroke medication 
(Waddy et al., 2020), pain medication (Tucker Edmonds et al., 2017), and end 
of life care (Perry et al., 2021). 
   An emerging dimension of studies regard the evaluation of antiracist studies. 
These studies target healthcare staff’s implicit racial bias and show that alt-
hough antiracist interventions may lead to some reflection around racism, they 
do not alter staff’s racial bias (e.g., Metzl et al., 2018). 
   The review showed that research on racism in healthcare is a growing field 
of research. Although the USA dominates research, more research is con-
ducted in European settings outside of the UK. The review also documented 
that racialised minority healthcare users and staff report common experiences 
of racism regardless of context and racial categories. This points to common-
alities concerning racialisation processes in healthcare, at least in the Global 
North, which dominate the research on racism in healthcare.  
   The scoping review revealed that research on racism in healthcare is frag-
mented and lacks a conceptualisation of racism, which is often left undefined. 
When racism is defined, it is often individualised and viewed as a result of 
moral deviations. Racial categories, especially in studies from Anglophone 
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contexts, are undefined and used uncritically. The lack of conceptualising rac-
ism—together with its individualisation coupled with the uncritical use of ra-
cial categories—results in research repeating the same results focusing mainly 
on documenting experiences of racism. The study recommends that research 
moves beyond trying to demonstrate the existence of racism in healthcare to 
examining how structural racism and racialisation are produced in healthcare.  

6.2 Article II  

Healthcare staff’s racialized talk: The perpetuation of racism in 
healthcare 
The scoping review revealed that racism is experienced in healthcare by 
healthcare users and that healthcare staff exhibit racial bias in favour of racial-
ised majority healthcare users. The review also showed that racial bias is as-
sociated with an array of adverse and differential medical decisions pertaining 
to racialised minority healthcare users. However, since studies tend to be de-
scriptive and merely focus on documenting whether healthcare staff show 
tendencies of Othering racialised minority healthcare users, there is a dearth 
of studies examining the day-to-day utterances that may have racialising ef-
fects that exclude people’s entitlement to care.  
   The current article understands racism as structural and embedded in insti-
tutions such as healthcare (Bonilla-Silva, 1997). As racism is a historically- 
and dynamically-embedded system of domination, it works to marginalise and 
inferiorise people through the process of racialisation (Omi and Winant, 
2014). Drawing on critical ‘race’ and postcolonial theories, this article defines 
racialisation as a process situated within the sociohistorical playing out of co-
lonial domination, wherein groups of people are stratified both somatically 
and culturally within subordination and supraordination. As racism is embed-
ded in society and works through racialisation, this article understands society, 
institutions, interactions and talk as racialised (Bonilla-Silva, 2015a). The ar-
ticle draws from critical ’race’ and postcolonial theorists’ (e.g., Go, 2013; 
Goodman, 2014; Augoustinos & Every, 2016; Go, 2013; Goodman, 2014) un-
derstanding of talk as linked to power and the perseveration of racism and 
racialisation. Thus, talk is reflective and constitutive of underlying structures 
of racism (ibid).  
   This article specifically focuses on examining racialised talk that devalues 
or homogenises racialised minorities on the basis of their racial belonging or 
ethnicity. This analysis is based on the accounts of healthcare staff in Sweden 
on racialised talk in this setting. Qualitative interviews with 58 healthcare staff 
in Sweden with varying ethnic and occupational categories were conducted 
for the purpose of this analysis.     
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Healthcare staff’s accounts revealed that racialised talk was used to differen-
tiate between groups of healthcare users by representing the minority user as 
the irrational and inferior Other, in opposition to the sensible and superior ma-
jority user. There was an assumption that these representations were inherent 
characteristics in both groups of users. Hence, minority healthcare users were 
regarded as ‘bad’ healthcare users while majority healthcare users were re-
garded as ‘good’ healthcare users. This representation was done through the 
use of explicit racial terms such as the n-word, camel f****, and other terms 
which dehumanised racialised minorities and represented them as animalistic 
and challenging to control. Though explicit racial slurs were used by racialised 
majority healthcare staff, racialised talk occurred often through essentialist 
claims about ‘their’ culture in contrast to ‘our’ culture. Healthcare staff ex-
plained that this was discussed, for the most part, by alluding to inherent cul-
tural differences rather than biological ideas of racial stratification. These in-
herent cultural differences included viewing racialised minorities as trouble-
makers, frustrating, difficult, too loud, having too many visitors, and generally 
too challenging and frustrating; and thus as requiring too much effort from 
healthcare staff. Healthcare staff described these utterances as commonplace. 
   Not only were racialised minority healthcare users represented as ‘bad’ 
healthcare users, but accounts by healthcare staff also revealed that racialised 
talk was used to represent racialised minorities’ health complaints as unwor-
thy of attention. Racialised minorities’ healthcare complaints were viewed as 
differently expressed, as ‘ethnic’, ‘cultural’ or ‘functional’; terms were used 
to represent minorities’ healthcare complaints as exaggerated and thus not 
real. At the core of racialised talk representing racialised minorities as ‘bad’ 
users and their complaints as less worthy in comparison to racialised majority 
users is the use of these representations to justify differential and suboptimal 
care. Accounts by healthcare staff revealed that because racialised minorities 
were discussed as frustrating users, they were often treated more harshly and 
with less affection than other majority users. Further, that healthcare condi-
tions were represented as ‘ethnic’, ‘cultural’ and ‘functional’, it became a jus-
tification or an excuse to not prescribe adequate medication on the assumption 
that racialised minorities 1) do not need these medications, and 2) would not 
comply with medical instructions regarding their treatment. 
   Accounts of healthcare staff show that racialised talk was masked behind 
medical routines, which on the surface appear neutral. For instance, as the 
article illustrates healthcare staff’s use of terms such as ‘ethnic’ pain to repre-
sent racialised minorities’ symptoms as unworthy and may, thus, employ these 
terms to justify differential suboptimal care on the basis of ethnicity. However, 
based on the accounts of the interviewed healthcare staff, these terms are not 
commonly used to formally describe healthcare users’ pain in healthcare us-
ers’ journals. Instead, healthcare staff may be able to hide racialisation through 
the use of medically accepted language such as concluding that a patient does 
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not need pain medication, thus making racialisation difficult to detect. Fur-
thermore, when asked about racism in healthcare, the majority of interviewed 
healthcare staff discussed racialised talk as common in healthcare but empha-
sised their position as antiracists by arguing that although racism may exist, it 
is perpetuated by other healthcare staff. This type of mechanism may be con-
ceptualised as “racism without racists”, as perceived by Bonilla-Silva (1997) 
and contributed to difficulties in identifying racism in healthcare routines and 
in implementing antiracism interventions.  

6.3 Article III 

“Racism without racists”: How health care staff obfuscate racism 
in health care 
This article draws on qualitative interviews with 58 healthcare staff of various 
ethnic and occupational groups. The analysis presented in this article started 
initially by examining how healthcare staff talk about racism. Through the 
analysis, it became clear that healthcare staff talked about racism in various 
ways that obfuscated the role that racism played in healthcare, while at the 
same time engaging in accounts of how minority users were racialised. Thus, 
the aim of the article was to examine the various ways healthcare staff ob-
scured the role that racism played in healthcare. 
   The analysis revealed four ways through which racism was obfuscated by 
healthcare staff. These were the obfuscation of racism through a) emphasising 
healthcare neutrality and equality regulations, b) blaming racialised minorities 
for racism, c) viewing racism as individual aberrations and d) finally locating 
racism outside of the national context. 
   Emphasising healthcare neutrality and equality regulation was the most 
commonly used way healthcare staff employed to obfuscate racism in 
healthcare. Equality regulations were used as a way to argue that their mere 
existence meant that racism, by definition, could not exist. Consequently, 
healthcare staff argued that the supposed essence of healthcare neutrality 
works as a hindrance against racism, evidence of racism notwithstanding. 
Complaints regarding racism were dismissed as non-racism since healthcare 
as an institution could not be racist as it must, by definition, treat individuals 
equally. Healthcare staff argued thus that discussions around racism were not 
warranted. Some racialised minority healthcare staff who discussed their own 
experiences of racism in healthcare from healthcare users and colleagues ob-
scured racism in by stating that healthcare staff cannot be racist towards 
healthcare users. Their account was thus contradictory, as they refused to 
acknowledge racism towards healthcare users by staff. 
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When asked about racism in healthcare, some healthcare staff attempted to 
immediately place the blame on racialised minorities; either their own col-
leagues or minorities in general, who some staff regarded as overly sensitive. 
Racism was referred to as a “card” used by minorities to get their own way. 
Other ways to obfuscate racism in healthcare included viewing racism as in-
dividual aberrations by arguing that racism is a disappearing phenomenon lim-
ited to only a few individuals, mainly found among older generations. Fur-
thermore, racism was also viewed as unintentional, so less worthy of blame. 
Outright denial of racism (not so many healthcare staff outright denied racism) 
by locating racism outside the national context of Sweden was also revealed 
as a way to obfuscate racism. Healthcare staff maintained that racism does not 
exist in Sweden but may exist in other contexts, such as the USA.  
   Healthcare staff’s accounts of racism ranged on a spectrum from those who 
ultimately rejected the existence of racism in Sweden to those who acknowl-
edged racism but who positioned themselves, their units, and colleagues as 
exceptionally antiracist; to those, smaller in number, who strongly asserted 
that racism is part of the current reality of health care provision. The various 
ways that healthcare staff obfuscated racism in healthcare results in re-empha-
sising an assumption of a value-free healthcare, constructing healthcare staff 
and healthcare in general as antiracist and hence making it challenging to lo-
cate racism.  
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7. Discussion and contribution of the thesis  

7.1 Introduction  
Drawing on critical ’race’ and postcolonial theories, this thesis posits that rac-
ism is structural and thus embedded in society, institutions and interactions 
(see Bonilla-Silva, 1997). As I have discussed in Chapter 4, racism is a histor-
ical and dynamic phenomenon. I have also addressed the importance of focus-
ing on racialisation as first proposed by Fanon (1967), as opposed to focusing 
on ‘race’ as a central category (see section 4.2.2.2). Moreover, I have deliber-
ated over the importance of drawing from postcolonial theory in understand-
ing racialisation as situated within sociohistorical processes of colonial domi-
nation wherein groups of people are stratified hierarchically. These premises, 
entail that society and institutions (including healthcare), as well as interac-
tions and talk are racialised (see Chapter 4). Furthermore, this thesis under-
stands talk as constitutive of the construction of social reality and thus under-
stands racialised talk as reflective of the underlying structure of racism (see 
Goodman, 2014). After conducting a thorough scoping review of articles in 
healthcare to establish the knowledge gaps in the literature, I drew on qualita-
tive interviews with 58 healthcare staff from diverse ethnic and occupational 
groups in Sweden to analyse healthcare staff’s accounts of racialisation in 
healthcare. First, I analysed healthcare staff’s talk about how racialised mi-
norities were homogenised and devalued based on ethnic or racial categorisa-
tion and, second, I analysed how talk obfuscates the role and influence of rac-
ism in healthcare. In this chapter, I discuss the main results and contribution 
of the current thesis and end with its limitations. 

7.2 Contributions to healthcare research: moving the 
focus from demonstrating racism to examining 
racialisation  
There have been new (e.g., Williams et al., 2019) and less recent calls (e.g., 
Kwame McKenzie, 2007) to engage research on racism in healthcare in the 
effort to find ways to eradicate structural racism in healthcare (Hassen et al., 
2021). This sense of urgency has intensified after the COVID-19 pandemic, 
including a call published in the Lancet (e.g., Pilecco & Cabral, 2022). For 
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instance, Churchwell et al., (2020) state the following in their advisory call to 
action against structural racism in healthcare:  

This advisory is a call to action to bring at-
tention to this injustice and to identify anti-
racist strategies and solutions to eliminate 
structural racism. (p. e455) 

The fact that these calls are made reflects a feeling of urgency in healthcare in 
regard to finding various ways to establish antiracism interventions. Given the 
fragmented and scattered nature of research on racism in healthcare it remains 
difficult to gain an understanding of how these calls should be answered and 
realised (see Chapter 2). The existing scoping reviews and metanalyses, their 
importance notwithstanding, only report on specific dimensions of racism in 
healthcare, such as healthcare staff’s implicit racial bias (Maina et al., 2018), 
antiracism interventions in healthcare (Hassen et al., 2021), quality of mater-
nal care for African American women in the USA (Robinson et al., 2019), as 
well as other topic-specific reviews (e.g., Paradies et al., 2014). Moreover, 
metanalyses only cover quantitative studies, by definition (Haidich, 2010). 
Without a general review of the growing literature on racism in healthcare, the 
overall knowledge that the research has produced has not been clearly evident.  
   Thus, one of the contributions of the current thesis lies in the scoping review 
used to identify and analyse current knowledge gaps in the literature concern-
ing racism in healthcare. The scoping review shows that research generally 
lacks a conceptualisation of racism. When racism is defined, racism is mostly 
conceptualised as an individualised phenomenon which can then be viewed as 
an irrational deviation rather than a structural problem (see section 2.4). Fur-
thermore, the scoping review also shows that the vast majority of articles on 
racism in healthcare produce similar evidence to that which had been previ-
ously published on the existence of racism, focusing mostly on experiences of 
healthcare users and on racial bias (see section 2.3 and 2.4). It remains im-
portant to give voice to those who experience racism in healthcare, both 
healthcare users and staff; especially in those national settings where such re-
search has been previously scarce for instance Sweden (e.g., Hamed et al., 
2020) and Belgium (Lafaut & Coene, 2020). However, research would also 
benefit from attempting to uncover racialisation in healthcare which is, as 
structuralists claim (see Nazroo et al., 2020a), an integral part of racialised 
societies and institutions. The dynamism of racism means that various ac-
counts of racialisation differ depending on national and institutional contexts 
although commonalities are present (Bonilla-Silva, 2015). Thus, research 
needs to first engage with a structural understanding of racism, since the lack 
of such an understanding is stifling these institutional settings’ attempts to 
eradicate racism in healthcare.  
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Besides viewing racism as individual iterations, literature on racism outside 
of healthcare is seen with honourable exceptions (e.g., Cunningham & Scar-
lato, 2018; Freeman et al., 2017) as having little to do with healthcare itself. 
While most of the literature on racism in healthcare is oriented towards 
demonstrating the existence of racism, the question of how structural racism 
is enacted in healthcare, for the most part, is left unexamined. The scoping 
review, hence, shows that calls to eliminate racism cannot be realised with 
current research tendencies. Calls for social justice and antiracist interventions 
in healthcare are unattainable if accounts of racialisation are not identified and 
understood, so that those processes can be addressed.  
   In the next section (section 7.3) I move on to specifically discuss the contri-
bution of this thesis to the scholarship of racism and racialisation. 

7.3 Contribution to racism and racialisation scholarship: 
on the obfuscation of racism  
By exploring healthcare staff’s racialised talk (see Articles II and III as well 
as chapter 6), this thesis contributes to the literature on racism in healthcare 
specifically, as well as to scholarship on racism in general. By answering the 
call made by critical ’race’ theorists to explore the specificities of racialisation 
in various contexts and institutions (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017), this thesis 
sheds a light on accounts of racialisation by examining healthcare staff’s ra-
cialised talk, a previously neglected facet in the study of racism in this context, 
as I have discussed in the previous section (section 7.2).  
   By way of a contribution to the general scholarship of racism and racialisa-
tion, this thesis contradicts previous scholarship in regard to characterising 
racism and accounts of racialisation as routinely subtle or covert. The data of 
this thesis suggests that racism and racialisation are not necessarily subtle, but 
rather racialisation in healthcare is direct and is continuously obfuscated in 
various ways. Let me unpack this idea. To start, I will remind the reader how 
scholarship on racism maintains that, although specificities exist in regard to 
racism in various contexts and institutions, racism in today’s societies (in the 
Global North) can be characterised as subtle or covert. I will then discuss how 
this was not found to be the case in the findings of this thesis.  
   Most current research on racism and racialisation focuses on exploring the 
paradox between claims of postracialism in the Global North and the persis-
tence of racism in various contexts and institutions. Various researchers have 
discussed this paradox through maintaining the manifold and subtle ways in 
which racialisation occurs (e.g., Bonilla-Silva, 2015; Dijk, 2016). For exam-
ple, Bonilla-Silva (2003) discusses this racism as “new racism” and “racism 
lite”, in that it: 
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tend to be covert, subtle, institutional, and 
apparently non-racial, white privilege is 
maintained in a “now you see it, now you 
don’t fashion.” (p. 283) 

Hence, racism and racialisation in today’s societies are viewed as commonly 
characterised by the increasingly covert and subtle nature of racialised talk 
and practice and with an avoidance of racialised terminology and racial slurs 
(Augoustinos & Every, 2016; Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). Many social sci-
entists claim that most racialised majority groups do not readily subscribe to 
tenets of traditionally and straightforward racialised talk concluding that the 
way racialisation occurs is through mechanisms of denial (Dijk, 2016), color-
blindness (Bonilla-Silva, 2015), or tacit cultural notions of racialised talk 
(Essed, 1991; Omi & Winant, 2014; Shen & LaBouff, 2016). This type of 
focus is also present in healthcare, where discussions of healthcare staff’s im-
plicit racial bias or the subtlety of racism are emphasised (Nazroo et al., 2020), 
although as I have discussed, it remains unclear exactly how this implicitness 
or subtlety actually played out in healthcare (see Chapter 2). 
   Contrary to claims that racism is implicit and subtle, this thesis suggests that 
in the specific context of healthcare in the Swedish context, healthcare staff’s 
racialised talk devaluing racialised minority healthcare staff is neither subtle 
nor covert. It may be that overt hierarchal stratification of minority groups is 
not readily expressed in legal documents or policy formulation in the same 
way it was before World War II , or in apartheid South Africa, given that ‘race’ 
as a category is, for the most part, disregarded as a scientifically respectable 
category (Möschel, 2011). However, results from this thesis show that overtly 
racialised talk by healthcare staff, at least in the Swedish context in which I 
collected my data, is commonplace and is overtly articulated. In these settings, 
accounts by interviewed healthcare staff show that racialised talk towards ra-
cialised minorities is readily uttered, using disturbing racial slurs and dehu-
manising representations meant to emphasise the inferior position of racialised 
minorities (specifically Roma, Africans, Arabs and Muslims), and categorise 
them as ‘bad’ healthcare users. Moreover, racialised talk is also used to repre-
sent racialised minorities’ symptoms as unworthy of care and to justify differ-
ential and suboptimal healthcare.  
   This reminds us of Myers and Williamson (2001), who have discussed how 
conversations that are held in private and in confidence operate. They write 
that: 

the element of privacy in a conversation 
seems to grant talkers permission to express 
ideas that they tactically avoid in public talk 
(p. 21). 
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“The element of privacy” was not apparent in this thesis as per the collected 
data, in so far as racialised talk was being uttered even in the presence of ra-
cialised minority healthcare staff and, at times, by racialised minority 
healthcare staff themselves. Thus, this thesis shows that these conversations 
about racialised minorities in Swedish healthcare are not conducted in closed 
private spaces as such, but in hospital and clinic corridors, receptions and 
treatment rooms as well as hospital common areas. This is one of the reasons 
why this thesis argues that the subtlety of racialised talk as a common theme 
pertaining to today’s racism and racialised talk needs to be reconsidered since 
racialised talk, at least as per the findings of this thesis, is not always subtle 
across all institutional settings.  
   Rather than subtleness, this thesis has shown that, at least in Swedish 
healthcare (based on the accounts of the interviewed healthcare staff), 
healthcare staff can engage in obfuscating racism through seemingly neutral 
medical routines. Categorising and labeling healthcare users constitutes a part 
of normal medical routines. Healthcare users are usually labeled according to 
their medical condition and severity using various diagnostic codes 
(Strudwick, 2016). Since categorisations and labeling are routine in 
healthcare, they could be used to mask other non-medical and racialised ways 
of categorising and representing healthcare users, as shown in Article II. 
Healthcare staff’s categorisation of medical illnesses and conditions based on 
severity could also be used to deprioritise care along racial lines since 
healthcare staff are well versed in how these processes work. Thus, racialised 
representations of racialised minorities who are categorised as ‘bad’ users with 
unworthy complaints could easily become ingrained in medical culture and 
become a basis for deprioritisation for care. To illustrate this, I will use an 
example from Article II. This example was about a racialised minority 
healthcare user who presented with an arm with limited mobility. Prior to 
meeting him, the healthcare user was categorised by the consultant as difficult 
and challenging based on his presumed racialised belonging, as per the ac-
count of the interviewed healthcare staff (see Article II). This categorisation 
was used to justify inadequate treatment and dismissal from the medical deci-
sion-making process. The consultant, who was well versed in medical termi-
nology, could easily mask his racialised interpretation behind medical evalu-
ation, that becomes difficult to identify. This is why I claim that unequal out-
comes in diagnosis and treatment could easily remain undetected behind med-
ical language and medical routines. Words such as ‘ethnic’ and ‘cultural’ pain 
are seldom written as diagnostic terms in medical journals. Yet they are used 
to justify differential treatment. However, a word that may be used in patients’ 
files is ‘functional’ or funktionell (see Article II as well as chapter 6). This 
word is used to refer to racialised minorities’ complaints as stemming from 
their fussiness rather than from real symptoms. Dismissing symptoms as 
‘functional’ or as ‘cultural’ can be difficult to interrogate and can become a 
normalised way of constructing racialised minorities’ health conditions as 
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stemming from their inherent exaggerated nature. Hence, these ways can be 
used to obfuscate racism.   
   The obfuscation of racism was also discussed in Article III (also see chapter 
6). Although healthcare staff discussed the various ways that racialised talk 
was used to devalue racialised minorities, they simultaneously constructed 
themselves as antiracists and as ‘good’ healthcare staff. Thus, attributing ra-
cialised talk about minorities to other healthcare staff, essentially offered a 
picture of “racism without racists.” The most common way of obfuscating 
racism was through emphasising healthcare neutrality and local adherence to 
equality regulations, followed by blaming racialised minorities for racism. 
When racism in healthcare was named explicitly, through a discussion on rac-
ism, by racialised minority healthcare and staff (or through the interviews I 
conducted), that discussion was obscured. For instance, when racialised mi-
nority medical students or healthcare users would complain about racism from 
teachers or staff, these complaints were brushed away on the premise that 
healthcare is neutral. Given that racism does not exist as a complaint category 
in Sweden, and given the power relations between teachers and students, staff 
and patients, these complaints were often disregarded. The notion that racism 
is a product of manipulative racialised minorities who use it as a “card” to 
exploit the system, further obfuscates racism. Noteworthy is that this way of 
obscuring racism also represents racialised minorities as ‘bad’ users who act 
in bad faith, as shown in Article II.  
   These ways of obfuscating racism may help healthcare appear to be postra-
cial neutral institutions while leaving space for racialised talk to occur unin-
terrupted. Furthermore, as per the accounts of the interviewed healthcare staff, 
it is not that racism is subtle. Rather, it is that racism is obfuscated. Thus, it 
appears or seems to be subtle when it is not. This could explain why research 
that describes racialised minorities’ experiences of racism from healthcare 
staff usually describe these experiences as subtle and covert (Ben et al., 2017). 
Given that healthcare staff may self-censor in front of racialised minority 
healthcare users, and attempts to mask racialisation behind seemingly neutral 
medical routines, experiences of racism by racialised minority healthcare us-
ers may be difficult to pinpoint.  
   The findings of this thesis show that accounts of racialisation and racialised 
talk in healthcare, at least as the case in the Swedish context as per the ac-
counts of the healthcare staff interviewed for this thesis, is not subtle but ob-
fuscated in various ways. This is an important finding for healthcare research 
and racism and racialisation scholarship, as it delineates the specificities of 
accounts of racialisation and racialised talk in the context of healthcare.  
   The obfuscation of racism creates a culture of resignation, which I discuss 
in section 7.4 below.  
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7.4 A culture of resignation  
Another contribution that this thesis makes is what I refer to as a culture of 
resignation created by the damaging effects of racialisation and racism in 
healthcare towards users and staff. That racism is pertinent and obfuscated 
creates a culture of resignation where resistance to racism is negligible.  
   As I have discussed in the method Chapter, the vast majority of interviewed 
healthcare staff were apprehensive about discussing racism. The level of anx-
iety regarding speaking about racism was a methodological issue but also a 
finding and a contribution of this thesis. Racialised minority healthcare staff 
feared the repercussions of potentially losing their jobs or being punished if 
their workplaces or colleagues knew that they spoke about racism (Ahlberg et 
al., 2022). Some of the interviewed healthcare staff were anxious and their 
anxiety did not seem to have much to do with whether they were low-skilled 
staff such as nursing aides or highly-skilled staff like physicians and dentists. 
I often heard these anxieties when I presented my preliminary findings for 
healthcare staff across various contexts in Sweden (see Appendix 6 for list of 
presentations and media participations). Many healthcare staff, both racialised 
minorities and majorities, discussed various forms of punishment that were 
enacted when racism was discussed in the workplace. For example, doctors 
who spoke out against the racist treatment they had experienced, would be 
constantly given the night shift and not granted career development opportu-
nities such as attending courses, etc.  
   Some of the interviewed healthcare staff, especially racialised minorities, 
discussed how they constantly had to face the pressure of conforming to the 
general idea of a supposedly neutral healthcare or face retaliation. This was 
best articulated by Fatuma, a racialised minority midwife with many years of 
experience discussed in Article II. On the one hand, Fatuma described the 
emotional labour of dealing with racism from healthcare users and staff and 
witnessing racism towards racialised minority users by staff. On the other 
hand, there were risks involved in disrupting racism. Fatuma maintained that 
the word racism was unmentionable not only in healthcare but in Sweden in 
general:   

You do not dare to talk about it in Sweden. 
Absolutely not. One must absolutely not 
mention the word racism or that someone 
would give a comment or suggest anything, 
which would be…you know, racist. Then 
you will find other explanations instead 

Fatuma suggested that one would not “dare” to say the word racism and must 
thus find another explanation other than racism if one was subjected to racism. 
The same sentiment was also articulated by other racialised minority 
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healthcare staff, albeit few, who talked about how discussing racism would 
disrupt the workplace dynamic. 
   For instance, Mayssa, a racialised minority pharmacist who was described 
in Article II, talked about how she disregards the racism she has experienced 
from racialised majority healthcare staff and users, when she described how 
one healthcare user used racialised talk to demean her:   

What would other colleagues and healthcare 
users think if I resist (…), it affects the dy-
namics with my colleagues and creates 
strange dynamics at work and other custom-
ers at the pharmacy hear it and so there…not 
because…I do not care about it so but it can 
give other customers who may be behind her 
who may not have thought that way, maybe 
they also start thinking so…OK now this 
woman is talking to her and since she is 
White so she must be right and I must have 
made a mistake 

Mayssa discussed the realisation that an attempt to engage in an act of re-
sistance would have only resulted in creating a more hostile space. She 
claimed to know that if she had reacted, her reaction could have been inter-
preted as upsetting to her colleagues and other healthcare users waiting in line. 
She also recognised that as a racialised minority healthcare staff, her reaction 
would be viewed as inappropriate, and the healthcare user would be seen as 
more credible since she was ‘White’. 

The decision by the interviewed racialised minority healthcare staff to 
brush racism off, continue working, and at times work harder than others (Ahl-
berg et al., 2019) involved resigning themselves to the practices of racialisa-
tion at the expense of their emotional well-being. In general, the data suggests 
that racialised minorities did not engage in any acts of resistance, nor did they 
discuss engaging in resisting racism. Thus, it seems that there is a culture of 
resignation in healthcare, at least as revealed from the analysis of the interview 
data, that did not allow any resistance to appear, not even in the conducted 
interviews. Fatuma expressed that one does not even dare utter the word rac-
ism, not because racialised talk is not present, but precisely because it is al-
ways present. Hence, the data suggests that there is a culture of resignation in 
this setting that obfuscates racism further and maintains postracialism (albeit 
inadvertently).  
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7.5 Limitations of the study 
Racism, regardless of where it occurs, is not a pleasant matter and is not a 
subject that is readily discussed or researched in the Swedish or European 
context (outside of the UK). It is almost always agonising, painful, and stress-
ful to write about and discuss, whether in healthcare or elsewhere. That racism 
is painful was reflected in the recruitment process of this study and the anxiety 
interviewed healthcare staff displayed when the interviews were initiated. It 
was also reflected in my anxiety, at least initially, when the thesis started, 
partly because the topic of the thesis was questioned in ways that other topics 
were not and partly because of the sensitivity of the issue. As the study and 
interviews proceeded, my anxiety became minimal. This anxiety may have 
affected the first interviews as I may have been too careful in how I posed the 
questions. However, I would argue that this is part of any interview process 
and that the researcher gains more trust in themselves as the study proceeds. 
   The anxiety about discussing racism by racialised minority staff had impli-
cations regarding the number of included interviews from racialised minority 
healthcare staff. This group of staff comprised only 22 out of 58 of the inter-
viewed healthcare staff. Although healthcare staff belonging to the majority 
ethnic group were also anxious to discuss racism primarily out of fear of being 
accused of racism, it was easier to recruit majority staff members than racial-
ised minority healthcare staff. Even when I successfully convinced racialised 
minority staff to be interviewed, some were too worried to be interviewed in 
their workplace, even when it was most convenient, out of fear of being seen 
with the interviewer if their majority colleagues asked who the interviewer 
was. Having interviewed fewer racialised minority than majority staff has 
doubtless impacted the racialised talk that was reported on as more material 
on racialisation might have come to light with more racialised minority staff 
interviewed. If a larger number of racialised minority staff had been inter-
viewed, I may have also been able to generate data on the role of resistance to 
racism in healthcare. That resistance was so silent in healthcare was a limita-
tion of this study. This could have also been because a culture of resignation 
was so forceful that resistance would not have been found anyway. This is 
because a culture of resignation constrains resistance, since it creates a context 
of acceptance and normalisation of racism that views resistance as too chal-
lenging and trouble conveying.  
   Another limitation of the study was its broad perspective. That various oc-
cupational categories of healthcare staff meant that context-specific iterations 
of racialisation processes were not captured. Further, gender and class and 
their intersection with racism were not captured in this thesis.  
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7.6 Concluding remarks 
This thesis contributes to research on racism in healthcare by conducting a 
scoping review that brought together previously fragmented research on rac-
ism. The scoping review shows that research on racism in healthcare lacks a 
conceptualisation of racism and racialisation. Through an empirical analysis 
of interviews with 58 healthcare staff in Sweden, I illustrate accounts of ra-
cialisation in healthcare through analysing healthcare staff’s racialised talk. I 
also show that racialised talk is neither subtle nor implicit; rather, it is obfus-
cated in various way that I have illustrated in Article III (see also Chapter 6). 
A culture of resignation results from the absence of collective resistance, 
which in turn results in the further obfuscation of racism. The obfuscation of 
racism and the persistence of racialised talk enables healthcare staff to con-
struct themselves as antiracists. However, at the same time, racism continues 
uninterrupted, creating an environment of “racism without racists.”  
   Since racism is deeply embedded in structures of healthcare and racialisation 
practices are ingrained in medical routines and hence normalised, healthcare 
needs to first acknowledge racism as constituent of its institutions. To do this 
I suggest that healthcare should aim to redefine the concepts of equality, which 
are one of the main pillars of healthcare praxis. The findings of this thesis 
suggest namely that rather than using principles of equality and equality reg-
ulations to implement antiracist praxis, these principles are being used by 
some to argue against the existence of racism in healthcare; hence obfuscating 
racism (see Article III and chapter 6). The question that we need to ask our-
selves is therefore: do equality regulations exist for the purpose of social jus-
tice or are they there to facilitate the notion that healthcare is a postracial in-
stitution? In line with critical ‘race’ theory, for healthcare to undergo a struc-
tural transformation, the very consciousness that sustains its image as an equal 
and neutral institution has to shift. Given the ample evidence that racism exists 
in healthcare, and that racialised talk should not be dismissed as ‘subtle’ or 
‘covert’ since it plays an important part in producing and reproducing raciali-
sation as reported in this thesis. A discussion around this very fact (i.e. that 
equality regulations could in fact be used in order to obfuscate racism) is there-
fore a first step towards facilitating antiracism in healthcare. The very way in 
which we conceptualise racism, and the very nature of how we chose to tackle 
it needs to be critically addressed if we are to have any chance at challenging 
structural racism in healthcare. 
   At the core of critical ‘race’ theory is its challenge to the intercentricity of 
racism (Solórzano & Yosso, 2002), and knowledge production that silences 
the epistemologies of racialised minorities. For critical ‘race’ scholars, coun-
ter-narrative is a powerful mean of challenging dominant knowledge and op-
pressive racial systems (Delgado & Stefancic, 2017). Counter-narrative also 
aims to oppose supposedly postracial and neutral discourse that maintain that 
racism does not exist. Disguised under ‘objective’ research and ‘neutral’ in-
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stitutions within so-called postracial contexts, these forms of knowledge pro-
duction uphold racialised notions about racialised minorities. In this sense, I 
also situate this thesis within critical ‘race’ theory’s tradition of counter-nar-
rative. Engaging in discussions around racism is hence part of the political 
plight of being a researcher on racism15. These discussions have drawn atten-
tion to the research and has in turn encouraged a political party in 2021 in 
Sweden to argue for a motion in the Swedish parliament to write a national 
plan against racism in healthcare16. The motion was approved, and now we 
wait to see whether or not the plan will result in any positive material change 
against racism in Swedish healthcare.  

 
 
 

                               
15 see Appendix 6 for a list of presentation and media engagements 
16 https://www.riksdagen.se/sv/dokument-lagar/dokument/motion/atgarder-mot-rasism-i-var-
den_H9024086 
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Appendix 1  

Interview guide 
 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Can you tell us what your typical day looks like? 
- What challenges do you face during your day? 
- Has the dynamics of your workplace changed since the influx of 

migrants in 2015? If so how? 
What do you think when I say the word racism? 
Have you ever been accused of racism? 

- Can you tell us what happened? Describe the incidents—context, 
who was there, what did you do, conclusions and more? Have you 
changed your behaviour afterwards? 

Have you felt that a patient had low confidence in you because of your  
ethnicity? 

- Describe what happened and how you defended yourself. 
- Have you been offended by the healthcare staff due to cultural 

differences? Tell me what happened.  
- Have you changed your behaviour afterwards? 
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Appendix 2  

Vignettes 
Case 1 A senior patient, who has dental phobia, is sitting in the reception 

room waiting to be called for treatment by a dental hygienist. The 
dental hygienist calls the patient. The patient starts shaking when he 
sees the dental hygienist.  
The patient, Olle, says to the dental hygienist, Abbas: ‘I care very 
much about my teeth...I think teeth are important’ and looks suspi-
ciously at Abbas 
Olle goes on to say ‘I must know then if you are educated in Swe-
den...I am very keen on my teeth’. Abas is Afro-Swedish. 
 
Abas says he is educated in Sweden and has Swedish credentials 
and starts treatment. Abas feels offended 

 
Case 2 A patient spits on a dental nurse after the nurse shows the patient an 

invoice that needs to be paid by the patient. The patient, Erik, is 23 
years old. He shouts at the nurse, Nafisa: “You will never learn 
Swedish”. 
Nafisa has lived in Sweden for more than 30 years and speaks flu-
ent Swedish but has an accent. 
The dentist who was also in the room, is shocked and does not react 
at first. The dentist asks Erik to stop and says it is unacceptable. 
Erik tells the dentist, Hiba “I didn't say anything to you because you 
are adopted.” Hiba's parents come from Pakistan. Hiba feels humili-
ated. Nafisa is shocked. 
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Case 3 A doctor goes to the waiting room and calls a patient. No one an-
swers. The doctor calls again. No one answers. The doctor goes 
back to his room and asks the nurse if she knows if the patient has 
arrived. The nurse says that the patient has registered. The doctor 
waits a bit and goes to the waiting room again. The doctor calls out 
the patient's name. No one answers. 

 
The patient, Jonas, tells the nurse “I do not want to be treated by a 
svartskalle17. I want to be treated by a Swede.” The doctor, Omar, is 
a Swedish citizen, originally came from Yemen and is a surgeon. 
He studied medicine in Russia. The nurse, Eva, arranges a Swedish 
doctor for Jonas. The doctor, Johan, tries to convince the patient Jo-
nas that Omar is the best doctor who can treat Jonas’ haemorrhoids. 
The patient agreed to be treated by Omar, but only if Johan is pre-
sent. The patient is treated by both doctors. After this incident, the 
patient (Jonas) continues with Omar as his doctor. They become 
friends. 

 
Case 4 Fatima, a pregnant Swedish woman with Somali background in her 

ninth month, starts having a lot of pain in her stomach. She calls the 
hospital and talks to a midwife and describes her pain. The midwife 
tells Fatima that she is not ready for childbirth and that she has to 
wait at home. Fatima's pain is getting worse. She calls the hospital 
again and gets the same answer. 
Fatima's pain gets even worse. She can no longer feel the baby in 
her stomach. She calls the hospital again. No, they say. It's not time. 
Fatima goes for a walk with her husband. She gets very worried. 
The pain continues to get worse. She decides to go to the hospital 
straight away. 
Fatima goes to the hospital. The investigation shows that the child 
has died. 
 

Case 5 A patient comes to the dental clinic only to discover that her ap-
pointment has been cancelled. The receptionist tells Ingrid that they 
had sent a message regarding the cancellation but Ingrid says she 
has not received any message. Ingrid gets really angry and starts 
screaming at Fatima the receptionist and says “I am treated this way 
because I am Swedish.” 

 
Ingrid screams loudly “There are too many immigrants, they take 
our money and now we get no appointments.” The patient looks an-
grily at Fatima. Fatima is scared. 

 

                               
17 Svartskalle translate literally to black head and is a term used to call migrants. 
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The dentist, Abd-Alrahman, the man with whom Ingrid was sup-
posed to have an appointment, did not know what was going on. He 
has had Ingrid as a patient for several years. She always starts off 
by saying that she is a Swedish Democrat and that she thinks immi-
grants are lazy and dependent on social welfare. Abd-Alrahman 
does not usually respond and focuses solely on the treatment.  

 
Case 6 A nurse follows a doctor around for several days. The doctor gets 

annoyed by being observed but says nothing. 
 

A Russian patient is treated by the doctor. The patient is very 
pleased with the treatment and gives the doctor a bottle of liquor as 
a gift to show his gratitude. The doctor accepts the gift and places it 
in his room. 

 
The nurse, Siv-Britt, who has been keeping track of the doctor sees 
this (the bottle of liquor) and reports the doctor to the manager. She 
accuses the doctor, Sina, of drinking alcohol during work. The same 
nurse has previously reported the same doctor for double-booking a 
patient. Sina feels stressed by being constantly watched and feel 
that it is difficult to focus on the job. 

 
Case 7 A patient gets tired of waiting in the emergency room. The patient 

screams at the nurse at the reception “I have to wait because all 
these new refugees are taking our time.” 
  

Case 8 A dentist calls a patient sitting in the waiting room. The dentist 
greets and asks the patient “how are you?” and starts explaining the 
treatment procedure.  
The patient says “it smells like curry in here.”  

 
The same patient looks at the dental nurse in the room and asks 
“can the dentist speak Swedish?” 

 
The dentist, Amina, who was born and raised in Sweden says “I 
know Swedish” and starts the treatment. The patient, Sina, does not 
look Amina in the eye. 
  

Case 9 A medical student was supposed to do a blood test for a patient. The 
patient does not want to do the test and says “I do not want to be 
treated by a n ****.”  
The student feels very sad and goes and talks with the supervisor. 
The supervisor says “it's a shame but don't make a big deal of it, 
you have to deal with it.” The medical student who has now gradu-
ated decided due to multiple experiences of racism from patients to 
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stop working clinically and conduct research instead 
 

Case 
10 

A doctor says: “When I think of racism, I think of the United States 
and South Africa. In Sweden, there is xenophobia.” 
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Appendix 3 

Coding scheme 
 

1. Racism  
a. (General philosophy of racism) Reasoning around racism 

/Opinions/views on racism Specific incidence of racism  
i. Terms used to describe the incident  

ii. General causes  
iii. Specific causes  

 
2. Response to racism (including individual solutions/suggestion) 

a. Individual level (including medical dilemmas when treating 
“racist” patients and reflections) 

b. Organisational level (within the workplace, healthcare insti-
tution and other institutions) 

c. Societal level 
  

3. Effects of racism 
a. Individual level (including dilemmas when dealing with pa-

tients, mental health etc.) 
b. Organisational level –  
c. Societal level  

 
4. Miscellaneous 
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Appendix 4 

Data display table 
Participant number and gender Participant 1/F Participant 

2/M 
Racialised category  Racialised majority Racialised 

minority  
Recruitment 
method 

Contact acquired 
from previous  
projects 

X  

Through informant   
Informant/s  
contacted the  
research project  

  

Snowballing   X 
Work with human rights issues/ 
ongoing work against racism in 
healthcare 

  

General 
mood at in-
terview 

Relaxed  X X 
Somewhat tense   
Tense   

Views on 
migrants 

Positive views   
Negative views Migrants are 

difficult to 
handle 

X  

Migrants  
cannot raise 
their children 

X  

Arabs are  
patriarchal 

  

Migrants are 
racists 

  

Migrants use 
race as a card 

  

Migrants are 
uneducated 

X  
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Discussed 
racism in 
health care  

Racism by health 
care users towards 
health care staff 

Racial slurs X X 

Health care 
user refusal of 
treatment 

 X 

Implicit racism  X 

Racism by health 
care staff towards 
health care users  

Explicit racism   

Use of culture 
to devalue 
health care  
users of  
migrant  
background 

X  

Other   

Racism by health 
care staff towards 
other health care 
staff 

Explicit racism    

Implicit racism   X 

Talked about health care staff’s 
role in racism 
Yes/No 

No No 

Talked about unit’s role in racism 
in health care (unit where health 
care staff work)  
Yes/No 

No No 

Talked about own role in racism in 
health care 
Yes/No 

No No 

Talked about racism as a societal/ 
structural issue 
Yes/No 

No No 

Talked about possible solutions to 
racism in health care 
Yes/No 

No No 

 
 
 
 
Other views on 
racism 

There is no 
racism in 
Sweden 

  

Health care 
staff cannot 
be racists 

 X 

Racism is an 
illness 

 X 

Racism is  X 
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about igno-
rance/fear 
People who 
are racists  
do not mean 
anything bad 

  

Racism is 
mostly in 
other coun-
tries (other 
than Sweden) 

  

Explicit  
racism has  
increased in 
Sweden (in 
the last years) 

  

Racism will 
disappear  
because more 
migrants are 
becoming 
health care 
staff 

  

Other words 
than racism 
should be 
used to  
describe  
racism 

  

Talks about 
racism as 
equality work 

 X 

Racism is a 
generational 
issue 

  

Migrants are 
to be blamed 
for racism 

X  

 
 
Talked about their 
own experiences 
with racism in 

Racism from 
health care 
users 

Racial slurs  X 
Health care user 
refusal of treat-
ment 

 X 

Implicit racism   
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healthcare Racism from 
health care 
staff 

Being watched 
or tested (Not 
being trusted in 
conducting work 
tasks) 

 X 

Use of racial 
slurs 

  

 
 
 
 
Reaction to their 
own experiences 
of racism 

Normal-
ized/ignored 

 X 

Felt sad or 
angry or 
afraid 

  

Talked to  
colleagues/ 
network for 
support 

  

Reported to 
nearest  
manager 

  

Worked 
harder than 
others 

  

Issued a for-
mal complaint 
to the discrim-
ination om-
budsman or 
other authori-
ties 

  

Talked back 
to racist col-
leagues/health 
care user 
(confronta-
tion) 

  

Negotiated 
with health 
care user who 
refused treat-
ment 

  

 
Reaction to other 
people’s (health 

Talked to 
health care 
unit manager 
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care user or staff) 
experiences of 
racism 

Started a dis-
cussion on 
racism in 
health care 
and or imple-
mented a pol-
icy against 
racism in 
health care 

  

Dismissed 
others experi-
ence of racism 
in health care 

  

Works with 
human rights 
issues includ-
ing racism 

  

Contradiction in 
talk 

Initially de-
nies experi-
encing racism 
but later dis-
cusses experi-
ences of rac-
ism 

 X 

Blames mi-
grants for 
racism 

X  

Reports oth-
ers’ experi-
ences of rac-
ism but dis-
missed these 
experiences 
as racism 

  

Acknowledges 
racism by 
health care 
staff but states 
that racism is 
about inten-
tions 
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Appendix 5  

Participants’ characteristics n=58 
 
 n (%) 
Occupation   
Nurse 20 (34%) 
Physician 11 (19%) 
Dental professional  8 (14%) 
Midwife 4 (7%) 
Psychologist 3 (5%) 
Other professions (Phar-
macist, social worker, 
nurse aid, lab analyst and 
public health staff) 

12 (21%) 

Racialized category   
Racialised minority  22 (38%) 
Racialized majority         36 (62%) 
Gender  
Female 46 (79%) 
Male 12 (21%) 
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Appendix 6 

Presentations on racism in healthcare to healthcare staff 
 
Human Rights Days. 2022 
Panel discussion on racism in healthcare. 

Swedish General Medicine Conference. 2022. 
Paper presented: Understanding racism in healthcare. 

Education on racism in healthcare. Seminar to internal medicine residents. 
Umeå. Sweden. 2022 
Paper presented: Understanding racism in Swedish healthcare.  

Education on racism in healthcare. Seminar to psychiatry residents. Stock-
holm. Sweden. 2022 
Paper presented: Understanding racism in Swedish healthcare.  

Seminar at the medical faculty. University of Umeå. Sweden. 2022.  
Paper presented: Understanding racism in Swedish healthcare.  

Seminar at Chap: child and parenting. Medical Faculty. Uppsala University. 
2021. 
Paper presented: How racism works in healthcare.  

National Conference: Equal Care. Sweden. 2021. 
Paper presented. Racism in healthcare.  

Seminar at RFSU (The Swedish Association for Sexuality Education). Stock-
holm. 2020 
Paper presented: Racism in Swedish healthcare.  

Seminar at Karolinska University. Invited by STRÄVA student medical asso-
ciation. 2020 
Paper presented: Understanding racism in Swedish healthcare (Att förstå ras-
ism inom vården).  
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Forum for Medical Humanities seminar. 2018 
Paper presented with Hannah Bradby: Challenges of studying racism in 
healthcare.  

The historical studies multidisciplinary seminar. Södertorn University. Swe-
den. 2017 
Paper presented: Racism in Swedish healthcare 

Racism and welfare (rasism och välfärd). CEMFOR. Uppsala University. 
Sweden. 2017 
Roundtable discussion: Structural racism in healthcare (Strukturell rasism 
inom vården) 

Media participation  
Ottar (magazine on Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights). “Instead of 
getting help I was questioned.” (“Istället för att få hjälp blev jag ifrågasatt”). 
2022/09 

Dental Magazine Sweden (tandläkartidning). She has investigated racism in 
healthcare. 2022/01 (Hon har kartlagt rasismen i tandvården) 

Swedish radio: Physicians are not chosen because of their ethnicity (läkare 
väljs bort på grund av etnicitet). 2021/08 

Swedish TV: Gävleborg: That is why racism is not reported – researcher: 
“They are afraid to be labeled as troublemakers.” Därför anmäls inte rasism 
– forskaren: “Rädda att bli stämplade som problemskapare”. 2021/06 
 
Svenska Yle. Amanda Atarah experienced racism when seeking help for her 
mental health issues: “The phsyician did not take me seriously” Amanda 
Atarah sökte hjälp för sin psykiska ohälsa men möttes av rasism: “Läkaren 
tog mig inte på allvar”. 2021/03 
 
Aftonbladet. Racism is a sensitive issue (Känsligt att prata om rasism inom 
vården). 2020/08 
 
Swedish radio. Racism in healthcare is not investigated (Rasism i vården 
kartläggs inte). 2020/07 
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